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Cocycle twists and extensions of braided doubles

Yuri Bazlov and Arkady Berenstein

Abstract. It is well known that central extensions of a group G correspond
to 2-cocycles on G. Cocycles can be used to construct extensions of G-graded
algebras via a version of the Drinfeld twist introduced by Majid. We show
how 2-cocycles can be defined for an abstract monoidal category C, follow-
ing Panaite, Staic and Van Oystaeyen. A braiding on C leads to analogues
of Nichols algebras in C, and we explain how the recent work on twists of

Nichols algebras by Andruskiewitsch, Fantino, Garcia and Vendramin fits in
this context.

Furthermore, we propose an approach to twisting the multiplication in
braided doubles, which are a class of algebras with triangular decomposition
over G. Braided doubles are not G-graded, but may be embedded in a double
of a Nichols algebra, where a twist may be carried out if careful choices are
made. This is a source of new algebras with triangular decomposition. As an
example, we show how to twist the rational Cherednik algebra of the symmetric
group by the cocycle arising from the Schur covering group, obtaining the spin
Cherednik algebra introduced by Wang.
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0. Introduction

0.1. Background. Cohomology and homology groups arise in diverse areas of
modern mathematics. It seems fair to say that homological algebra owes its current
level of abstraction to category theory, which arose from papers by Eilenberg and
Mac Lane in 1940s, for example [22]. However, certain specific cohomology groups
were studied by algebraists much earlier. A notable example is the Schur multiplier
M(G) of a finite group G, introduced by Schur in 1904–07 in his work [52,53] on
projective representations. Modern understanding of the finite abelian group M(G)
as the second cohomology group H2(G,C×) came from papers such as Green [31]
in mid-1950s. This led to a number of generalisations and new interpretations of
this important group, see for example the theoretical physics paper [57] by Vafa
and Witten.

In Schur’s approach, what is now known as a 2-cocycle on G appears in the
guise of a factor set of a projective representation of G. In general, factor sets
correspond to central extensions of G. The equation defining a factor set — and a
2-cocycle — is simply a manifestation of the associative law of multiplication.

Because of this latter point, 2-cocycles can be used to construct central exten-
sions and twists of associative algebras, not only groups. One may recall defor-
mations of an algebra A over a field k in the sense of Gerstenhaber [28]; they are
algebras over a complete local ring with field of residues k, and are governed by
Hochschild cocycles on A. On the other hand, when A is a G-graded algebra, twists
of A by 2-cocycles on G with values in k× can be constructed.

In the present paper, cocycle twists of associative algebras are the main object.
We pursue two principal goals:

• to explain what are the Schur multiplier and cocycle twists in the most
general setting of a monoidal category, and to apply cocycle twists to
Nichols-type algebras if the category is braided;

• to construct cocycle twists of braided doubles (for which the above general
approach is not sufficient), thus obtaining new algebras with triangular
decomposition.

The rest of this Introduction serves to explain what is achieved with respect to the
above two goals. We outline the structure of the paper and give some illustrative
examples.

0.2. A brief overview. We begin by recalling the necessary background on
cocycles and the Schur multiplier of a finite group G, and study the Schur multiplier
of Sn in some detail. We explain how to twist a G-graded algebra by a cocycle. To
work with algebras in a more general setting, for example algebras over commutative
rings, we invoke the definition of an abstract monoidal category C of which G-graded
vector spaces are an example. It turns out that the Schur multiplier of G can be
defined more generally purely in terms of the monoidal structure on C, leading to
a group H2

� (C). In the context of Drinfeld’s approach (made explicit by Majid)
to twisting the monoidal product ⊗, the group H2

� (C) represents only those twists
that leave ⊗ unchanged; it is thus a vertex group in the groupoid of more general
twists.

A braiding on a monoidal category C leads to an analogue of Nichols algebras in
C, and we show that this class of algebras is closed under cocycle twisting. Based on
our earlier work, we explain the link between Nichols algebras and braided doubles,
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a class of algebras with triangular decomposition. This suggests an approach to
cocycle twisting of braided doubles. However, unlike the functorial construction of
a twist on a Nichols algebra, twisting a braided double depends on carefully made
choices, and is not guaranteed to work in general.

We show how to make the necessary choices for the braided double known as
the rational Cherednik algebra of Sn, due to Etingof and Ginzburg. This sees the
Schur covering group Tn of Sn play the role of a reflection group, acting on a free
C[z]/<z2 − 1>-module of rank n rather than a vector space, with the root system

{±(ei − zej) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i �= j}.
The twisted version of the rational Cherednik algebra is isomorphic to an algebra
earlier obtained by Wang. We leave the more general case of a complex reflection
group to our upcoming paper [8].

The paper contains a certain amount of survey material on topics related to
cocycle twisting, Nichols algebras and algebras with triangular decomposition. This
is to help to introduce the reader to these topics and to put our results in context.

0.3. Cocycles. In Sections 1–3, we review the construction of the second co-
homology group H2(G,Γ). Recall that the group Z2(G,Γ) of normalised 2-cocycles
consists of solutions μ : G×G → Γ to the functional equations

μ(g, h)μ(gh, k) = μ(g, hk)μ(h, k), μ(1, g) = μ(g, 1) = 1

where g, h, k ∈ G. Here Γ is an abelian group, so that the pointwise multiplication
in Z2(G,Γ) is automatically commutative. The group H2(G,Γ) is the quotient of
Z2(G,Γ) modulo a suitably defined subgroup of coboundaries. The central exten-
sion of G by Γ corresponding to μ ∈ Z2(G,Γ) is constructed in two steps: first,
consider the trivial extension Γ×G; then introduce a new, μ-twisted, group multi-
plication on Γ×G.

We would like to construct extensions of algebras, so our main case is Γ = R×,
the multiplicative group of a commutative ring R. A cocycle μ ∈ Z2(G,R×) can
be used to twist the multiplication in a G-graded associative algebra (A, ·) over R,
obtaining a new associative algebra Aμ = (A, �μ) where

a �μ b = μ(g, h)ab, if a ∈ Ag, b ∈ Ah.

If R is itself an algebra over another commutative ring, say C, then a G-graded
C-algebra A can be trivially extended to an R⊗C A, then twisted by μ. We denote

the result by Ãμ and refer to it as the cocycle extension of A by μ.
We note that the cocycle twist construction works for algebras that have

G-grading. Of course, the group algebra of G (or of any group H equipped with
a group homomorphism H → G) has G-grading. We will now look at two other
classes of natural examples of G-graded algebras.

0.4. Example: semidirect products, central simple algebras, relative
Brauer group. If A is an R-algebra with a covariant action of G, one can form
the semidirect product algebra

A�G,

see 7.1. This has a natural G-grading where ag (a ∈ A, g ∈ G) has degree g. The
algebra A�G can therefore be twisted by a cocycle μ ∈ Z2(G,R×), giving rise to
a new algebra (A�G)μ.
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The following important example of twisted A�G arose in 1930s in the study
of central simple algebras over a field. Let K/F be a finite Galois extension of fields
with Galois group G. Each μ ∈ Z2(G,K×) gives rise to the F -algebra

(K �G)μ,

which turns out to be a central simple F -algebra split by K. Moreover, the map
which sends μ ∈ Z2(G,K×) to the class of (K �G)μ in the relative Brauer group
Br(K/F ) is a group isomorphism betweenH2(G,K×) and Br(K/F ). In particular,
the algebra K �G (where μ = 1 is the trivial cocycle) is isomorphic to the matrix
algebra Mn(F ) (which represents the trivial class in the Brauer group), with n =
|G|. Central simple F -algebras of the form (K � G)μ are called crossed products.
Their story is now classical, with details given in algebra textbooks such as [21, ch.
17]. They are a good illustration of the cocycle twist technique for semidirect
products, but we will not consider them in the present paper.

0.5. Example: Nichols algebras over G. Nichols algebras over G are a
class of G-graded algebras, which are quite different from the semidirect products
in the previous example, and are of a much more recent origin. Nichols algebras
play an important role in the present paper. To define a Nichols algebra, one needs
a Yetter-Drinfeld module Y over CG, which is a G-graded space with a compatible
G-action, see 6.1. The grading and the action give rise to a braiding on Y , i.e., an
invertible linear map Ψ: Y ⊗Y → Y ⊗Y which solves the braid equation

(Ψ⊗ idY )(idY ⊗Ψ)(Ψ⊗ idY ) = (idY ⊗Ψ)(Ψ⊗ idY )(idY ⊗Ψ)

(both sides are endomorphisms of Y ⊗3). The Nichols algebra of Y is defined as

B(Y ) = T (Y )/ ker IΨ,

meaning that it is generated by Y as an algebra, with relations determined in a
certain way by Ψ. In fact, IΨ ⊂ T (Y ) is the kernel of the braided symmetriser
attached to Ψ, originally due to Woronowicz [61]; and B(Y ) is a graded G-graded
algebra.

Following a suggestion of Kaplansky, Nichols algebras were so named by An-
druskiewitsch and Schneider in [2] because their precursor arose in the work of
Nichols [46]. Andruskiewitsch and Schneider pioneered the use of Nichols algebras
in classifying pointed Hopf algebras; their comprehensive survey [3] accurately re-
flects the state of the art at the time. A key property of Nichols algebras — that
they are braided Hopf algebras — was not addressed in [46] as the formalism of
Hopf algebras in braided categories was yet to be introduced. Nichols algebras as
braided Hopf algebras appeared in Majid [39] where they arise naturally in the
context of a duality pairing in a braided monoidal category.

Note that the relations in the Nichols algebra B(Y ) are given implicitly. Hence,
finding the Hilbert series of B(Y ) or even determining whether dimB(Y ) < ∞ can
be highly non-trivial (and important in Hopf algebra classification problems). In
fact, in one of the key examples of a Nichols algebra for G = Sn, considered below,
these questions are still open for n ≥ 6. Classification of finite-dimensional Nichols
algebras over a finite group G is a major direction of research into Nichols algebras.

It turns out that cocycle twists of Nichols algebras over G are again Nichols
algebras. For cocycles with values in the base field, this follows for example from
a result of Majid and Oeckl [44]. Cocycle twists are thus a useful tool in studying
Nichols algebras, because they produce new Nichols algebras with the same Hilbert
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series. In the present paper we perform a cocycle twist of a Nichols algebra in a
more general context of a braided monoidal category.

0.6. The lazy cohomology of a monoidal category. In Section 4, we deal
with a far-reaching generalisation of the Schur multiplier M(G) of a finite group G
— the lazy cohomology of an abstract monoidal category (C,⊗), denoted H2

� (C,⊗).
This is a group which is not necessarily abelian. The M(G) = H2(G,C×) becomes
a particular case of a lazy cohomology group by considering C = MG, the category
of G-graded C-vector spaces, with a standard tensor product ⊗ = ⊗C.

If the category (C,⊗) is linear over a field k, then it (subject to some technical
assumptions) embeds in a category of comodules of a Hopf algebra H over k. This
is the subject of the Lyubashenko-Majid reconstruction theory, see [41, chapter 9].
In particular, the group algebra CG is reconstructed from the monoidal category
MG. For a Hopf algebra H over k, the lazy cohomology was introduced by Bichon
and Carnovale [10] based on a work [51] by Schauenburg. Even more generally,
for arbitrary monoidal categories the lazy cohomology is defined in terms of laycles
(lazy cocycles) by Panaite, Staic and Van Oystaeyen [47]. Such general approach
allows one to work, for example, with a category of G-graded R-modules where R
is a commutative ring. Among other possible areas of application, let us point out
the monoidal category of sets as used, for instance, in Gateva-Ivanova – Majid [27].

0.7. The group of lazy cocycles vs. the groupoid of Drinfeld twists.
The categorical construction of cocycles and twists should be compared to the
Drinfeld twists, introduced by Majid in [41, section 2.3] for a module category of
a Hopf algebra H over k. If Δ: H → H ⊗H denotes the coproduct on H, then
Drinfeld twists essentially are invertible elements F ∈ H ⊗H such that ΔF (h) :=
F (Δh)F−1 is again a coproduct on the same algebra H. This condition leads to
an equation on F which is weaker than the quantum Yang-Baxter equation.

One should note that Drinfeld twists in general do not form a group under mul-
tiplication. Indeed, in [41, 2.3] Majid defines the second non-abelian cohomology
of a Hopf algebra as a set not a group. We observe, however, that Drinfeld twists
form a groupoid. The vertices of the groupoid are all possible coproducts Δ on a
given algebra H. The arrows between two coproducts Δ and Δ′ are all the Drinfeld
twists F ∈ H ⊗H such that Δ′ = ΔF .

In this picture, the lazy cocycles of the module category of the Hopf algebra
H (with fixed coproduct Δ) are precisely the Drinfeld twists F ∈ H ⊗H such that
ΔF = Δ. (These twists commute with Δh for all h ∈ H and are sometimes called
invariant twists, see Guillot – Kassel [33].) Thus, the group of lazy cocycles in
H ⊗H is a vertex group of the groupoid of Drinfeld twists.

This picture should generalise to abstract categories, where to a category C
there should be associated a groupoid whose vertices are monoidal products ⊗ on
C, and arrows are natural isomorphisms ⊗ → ⊗′ that satisfy the abstract Drinfeld
twist constraint.

Although we do not consider non-invariant Drinfeld twists in the present paper,
we would like to say a few words about them in this Introduction. Drinfeld twists
are used in the quantum group theory and modern theoretical physics to deform the
associative product on a group-graded algebra, more generally a module algebra A
of a Hopf algebraH. If F ∈ H ⊗H is a twist, the action of F−1 on A⊗A intertwines
the original product · on A with a new associative product � = �F . If G is a finite
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group, a G-graded algebra is the same as an algebra with a covariant action of the
commutative Hopf algebra C(G) = Fun(G,C). The twist equation and invertibility
for μ ∈ C(G)⊗C(G) ∼= C(G×G) mean precisely that μ is a 2-cocycle with values
in C×.

The Drinfeld twist expresses deformation quantisation in a Hopf algebraic lan-
guage, and is a powerful formalism for introducing noncommutativity. See the
survey physics paper [4] where the Moyal quantisation is explained in terms of a
Drinfeld twist, and [12] where the twistor theory and the Penrose-Ward transform
are quantised using Drinfeld twists.

0.8. Braided categories. Cocycle twists of braidings. Nichols al-
gebras. In Section 5, we work with a monoidal category with a braiding, which
is a type of a commutativity constraint. Braidings on monoidal categories arise
naturally in the theory of quantum groups. In the reconstruction picture where
monoidal categories are thought of as (subcategories of) categories of modules over
a Hopf algebra H, see 0.6, braidings correspond to quasitriangular structures on
Hopf algebras, which essentially are universal solutions to the quantum Yang-Bax-
ter equation. It turns out that cocycles on a monoidal category C can be used to
twist braidings on C: the group Z2(C) of cocycles acts on the class of braidings.

It is in Section 5 that we introduce the categorical analogue of Nichols algebras,
discussed above in 0.5. If Ψ is a braiding on a monoidal category C, then, subject
to some restrictions, to each object of V of C there is associated an algebra B(V,Ψ)
in C. The Nichols algebras over a group G are a particular case of this construction
where C = GYDG is the category of Yetter-Drinfeld modules over G. However, our
technique of working with general monoidal categories allows us to consider Nichols
algebras over a commutative ring R, something which has not been done so far in
the Hopf algebra literature.

0.9. Yetter-Drinfeld modules and their twists. Main examples for
Sn. In Section 6 we explain the construction of the category of Yetter-Drinfeld
modules. This is a braided monoidal category, and it can be said that raison d’être
of Yetter-Drinfeld modules is that that they provide an example of such a category,
extremely useful in the quantum group theory. It is a result of Majid that the cat-
egory HYDH of Yetter-Drinfeld modules over a Hopf algebra H, finite-dimensional
over a field k, is equivalent to the category of modules over the Drinfeld double
D(H) of H, which is a standard example of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra.

In the present paper we only consider Yetter-Drinfeld modules over a group
algebra of G. We do not assume k-linearity, working in a slightly more general sit-
uation of free R-modules where R is a commutative ring; this leads to the braided
monoidal category R,GYDG. It turns out that every cocycle μ ∈ Z2(G,R×) can

be viewed as a lazy cocycle in Z2(R,GYDG). So, unlike in the case of an ab-

stract monoidal category, twists can be made quite explicit in R,GYDG. And it is
for Yetter-Drinfeld modules that the result, mentioned above in 0.5, holds: if the
Nichols-type algebra B(Y ), where Y ∈ Ob(R,GYDG), is twisted by μ, the result is

B(Yμ) where Yμ ∈ Ob(R,GYDG) is a certain other Yetter-Drinfeld module called
the twist of Y by μ. In the k-linear situation, twisting of Yetter-Drinfeld modules
is explored by Andruskiewitsch, Fantino, Garćıa and Vendramin in [1]. It should
be noted that the twist of a Yetter-Drinfeld module is a functor, in particular a
completely canonical construction.
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Section 6 is concluded by an example where working over a ring R which is
not a field is essential. We put R = CC2 = C[z]/<z2 − 1> and construct a

Yetter-Drinfeld module (Ỹn)[1,z] for RSn. Here [1, z] denotes a certain non-trivial

cocycle in Z2(Sn, C2), which comes from the Schur covering group Tn of Sn. The

corresponding Nichols-type algebra B(Ỹn)[1,z] is a simultaneous cocycle extension
of two Nichols algebras over Sn that appeared in literature. One is B(Yn) (see
[5,6]), related to the Fomin-Kirillov algebra En, the coinvariant algebra of Sn and
the rational Cherednik algebra. The other Nichols algebra is Λw

n , due to Majid [43],
related to a quantum differential calculus on the group Sn. In a recent paper by
Vendramin [59] it was shown that these two Nichols algebras are related to each
other by a twist by a cocycle (with scalar values).

This prepares the ground for the cocycle extension of the rational Cherednik
algebra, constructed at the end of the present paper.

0.10. Algebras with triangular decomposition. In the second part of the
paper (sections 7–10) we show how the cocycle extension and cocycle twisting theory
can be applied to produce new algebras with triangular decomposition. These are
associative algebras with a presentation of a specific form. Suppose that A is an
algebra with three chosen subalgebras A−1, A0 and A1. For i = −1, 0, 1, let Xi be
a basis of Ai over the ground field. If A−1A0 and A0A1 are subalgebras with bases
X−1X0 and X0X1, respectively, and X−1X0X1 is a basis of A, then A is said to
have triangular decomposition into subalgebras A−1, A0 and A1.

This property strongly affects the representations A, and algebras with tri-
angular decomposition account for many extensively studied objects in modern
representation theory. Consider the following examples (over C):

— the universal enveloping algebras, U(g), of semisimple Lie algebras g;
— their quantisations Uq(g), known as Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum groups;
— and, more recently, double affine Hecke algebras of Cherednik [15] and

rational Cherednik algebras of Etingof and Ginzburg [24]. Crucially, one can induce
representations of A from representations of A0. This allows one to work with the
category O, defined for each of the above classes of algebras.

The triangular decomposition property puts significant constraints on the rela-
tions between the chosen generatorsX−1∪X0∪X1 of A. For example, the triangular
decomposition of U(g) is a consequence of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem; the
latter holds because the defining commutation relations in U(g) come from a Lie
bracket that obeys the Jacobi identity. The role of a (generalised) Jacobi identity
is explained by Braverman and Gaitsgory in [13].

To study a broad class of defining relations that lead to a triangular decom-
position of A, we introduced a class of algebras called braided doubles in [6]. In a
braided double A = A−1A0A1, the middle subalgebra A0 = H is a Hopf algebra,
and A±1 are graded H-module algebras generated in degree 1. The relations be-
tween H and A±1 are semidirect product relations. A braided double A is written
as

A ∼= A−1⊗H ⊗A1 = A−1 �H �A1

as a vector space, with commutation relations of specific type between A1 and A−1.
We formally define braided doubles below in 7.3. Enveloping algebras and Chered-
nik algebras in the example above are braided doubles, where the Hopf algebra H
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is either a universal enveloping algebra of an abelian Lie algebra, H = U(h), or a
group algebra, H = CG. Braided doubles over CG were further investigated in [7].

0.11. Twists of braided doubles: the key ingredients. In general, a
braided double over a group G is a G-module algebra but not a G-graded algebra,
so cannot be twisted by a cocycle on G. Our aim is to develop an approach which
would produce algebras with triangular decomposition and capture the behaviour
of “real” cocycle twists of G-graded algebras as fully as possible.

There is a special class of braided doubles, found in [6] and termed the braided
Heisenberg doubles. These have triangular decomposition of the form

HY = B(Y )�CG� B(Y ∗),

where B(Y ), B(Y ∗) are Nichols algebras of two dually paired Yetter-Drinfeld mod-
ules for CG. To introduce G-grading on the braided Heisenberg double, we prove
Theorem 8.8: HY is isomorphic to a semidirect product of G and Majid’s braided
Weyl algebra of Y [39]. This leads to a non-trivial extension of G-grading from CG
onto HY , as shown in Proposition 8.10.

This allows us to twist a braided Heisenberg double over G by a cocycle of G.
We stress that this procedure is again functorial and a cocycle twist (HY )μ of a
braided Heisenberg double HY is defined in a canonical way.

In contrast to the above, a twist of braided doubles which are not Heisenberg is
not functorial. In fact, we do not define a way to twist an abstract braided double
A. Instead, we consider A together with a braided double morphism

A
f−→ HY

into a braided Heisenberg double. That such morphisms often exist, and are under
favourable conditions injective, is the meaning of the Embedding Theorem 9.4 based
on a result from [6].

Assume that the cocycle μ takes values in some abelian group Γ. Then every

G-graded C-algebra B has a cocycle extension B̃μ, which is simply the twist by μ
of the CΓ-algebra CΓ⊗C B. Now a μ-extension of the braided double A, covering
the morphism f , is a braided double morphism

Ã
˜f−→ (H̃Y )μ,

which specialises to f modulo the augmentation ideal CΓ+ of CΓ. Here, Ã is
required to be just CΓ⊗C A as a CΓ-module, to reflect what is happening with
G-graded algebras.

Although a lot of information about the algebra Ã can be read off the relations

in (H̃Y )μ, for example the main commutator relation, there are still choices to be

made in order to construct Ã. In fact, the relations in Ã are dictated by a particular

lift of the f -images of generators of A to (H̃Y )μ. If such a lift is chosen incorrectly,

the algebra Ã “blows up” and is much bigger than the required CΓ⊗C A. At the
moment, we do not know whether a “correct” lifting exists for every non-trivial
cocycle μ.

A cocycle twist of a braided double A by μ ∈ Z2(G,C×) is defined as a result
of taking a cocycle extension of A by a cocycle with values in a finite cyclic group
Ck = 〈z | zk = 1〉, then specialising to z = q where q ∈ C×, qk = 1. Here we
are again motivated by the properties of cocycle twists of G-graded algebras: all
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of them are quotients of cocycle extensions by cyclic groups, by a result we prove
here as Corollary 3.9.

0.12. Application to rational Cherednik algebras. The last section of
the paper, Section 10, is devoted to constructing a cocycle extension of the rational
Cherednik algebra H0,c of the group Sn. By results of [6], there is a morphism

H0,c
f−→ HYn

where Yn is the Yetter-Drinfeld module for Sn mentioned above. We construct an
extension of H0,c by the cocycle μ = [1, z] which covers the morphism f . We know

the algebra (H̃Yn
)[1,z] from what is done in Section 6, but we need to find a specific

lift of the Dunkl elements θ1, . . . , θn ∈ Yn to (Ỹn)[1,z]. This is achieved by choosing

θ̃1, . . . , θ̃n ∈ (Ỹn)[1,z] in such a way that their specialisation at z = −1 are Majid’s
flat connections in the Nichols algebra Λw

n .

The resulting algebra H̃0,c over CC2 can be seen to coincide with an algebra
constructed by Khongsap and Wang in [36]. Our approach via cocycles should work
for other imprimitive complex reflection groups G(m, p, n) resulting in covering
Cherednik algebras attached to those groups. We leave this generalisation to the
upcoming paper [8].

0.13. Notation. All algebras are associative with 1. Angular brackets <>
denote a two-sided ideal of a given algebra, generated by the elements listed between
the brackets. They are not the same as the brackets in the 〈generators | relations〉
form of a presentation of a group; the context always helps to distinguish between
these. We use the symbols � and � to denote a left, respectively right, action of a
group G on X where X is a set, an abelian group, a vector space or an algebra; we
always assume that G acts by automorphisms of X.

1. Cocycles, central extensions, the Schur multiplier, twisted group
algebras

In this section we define 2-cocycles on a finite group G and review the related
constructions. Let Γ be an abelian group, written multiplicatively. We denote by
Fun(Gn,Γ) the set of all functions from Gn (the set of all n-tuples of elements of G)
to Γ. We write Ck to denote the cyclic group of order k. That is, Ck = 〈z | zk = 1〉.
We write C× for the multiplicative group C \ {0}.

1.1. The group Z2(G,Γ) of cocycles. The set Γ×G = {(z, g) : z ∈ Γ, g ∈ G}
has the obvious group structure, the direct product of groups Γ and G. Suppose
that we want to “deform” the group multiplication on Γ×G in such a way that Γ
is still central. Let μ ∈ Fun(G×G,Γ). The product � = �μ on the set Γ×G given
by

(z, g) � (z′, h) = (zz′μ(g, h), gh) for z, z′ ∈ Γ, g, h ∈ G,

is a group multiplication if μ satisfies the following equations:

μ(g, h)μ(gh, k) = μ(g, hk)μ(h, k), μ(1, g) = μ(g, 1) = 1 for all g, h, k ∈ G.

A solution μ ∈ Fun(G2,Γ) of these equations is called a normalised 2-cocycle on G
with values in Γ, see [14, ch. IV, 3]. The abelian group of normalised 2-cocycles
with respect to pointwise multiplication is denoted Z2(G,Γ).
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If φ ∈ Fun(G,Γ) is any function such that φ(1) = 1, then the function
dφ(g, h) = φ(h)φ(gh)−1φ(g) is a normalised 2-cocycle called the coboundary of φ.
Coboundaries form a subgroup B2(G,Γ) ⊂ Z2(G,Γ). Two cocycles μ, ν ∈ Z2(G,Γ)
that coincide modulo B2(G,Γ) are said to be cohomologous. The abelian group

H2(G,Γ) = Z2(G,Γ)/B2(G,Γ)

is the second cohomology group of G with coefficients in Γ. Readers familiar with
cohomology of groups should note that at this stage, the group Γ of coefficients has
a trivial action of G.

1.2. Central extensions of G by Γ. A central extension of G by Γ is a short
exact sequence

1 → Γ
ι−→ E

π−→ G → 1

of groups such that ι(Γ) is a subgroup of the centre of E. Central extensions play
an important role in group theory, for example in the classification of finite simple

groups [17]. Another central extension, 1 → Γ
ι′−→ E′ π′

−→ G → 1, is equivalent to
the one given above if there is a group homomorphism (necessarily an isomorphism)
E → E′ which intertwines ι, ι′ and π, π′.

A cocycle μ ∈ Z2(G,Γ) gives rise to a specific central extension of G by Γ,

1 → Γ
ι−→ G̃μ

π−→ G → 1 with the group G̃μ = (Γ×G, �μ),

where ι(z) = (z, 1) and π((z, g)) = g. We will refer to this central extension, and

often to the group G̃μ itself, as the extension of G by the cocycle μ. To simplify

notation, we will omit ι(), identifying z ∈ Γ with (z, 1) ∈ G̃μ and viewing Γ as the

subgroup kerπ of G̃μ.
Cohomologous cocycles give rise to equivalent cocycle extensions. Indeed, let

μ and ν = μ dφ be cohomologous cocycles in Z2(G,Γ), where φ ∈ Fun(G,Γ),
φ(1) = 1. Then the the bijective map Γ×G → Γ×G, given by (z, g) �→ (zφ(g), g)

is a group homomorphism between G̃μ and G̃ν , which affords an equivalence of the

cocycle extensions G̃μ and G̃ν of G.

Conversely, if the two cocycle extensions G̃μ and G̃ν are equivalent, μ and
ν are cohomologous. By definition, an equivalence of extensions is necessarily a
map Γ × G → Γ × G which sends (z, 1) to (z, 1) and (1, g) to (φ(g), g) for some
φ ∈ Fun(G,Γ), φ(1) = 1. That this map is a group homomorphism is easily seen
to imply that ν = μ dφ.

Furthermore, every central extension of G by Γ is equivalent to a cocycle
extension. Indeed, let T : G → E be a set-theoretic section of the extension

1 → Γ
ι−→ E

π−→ G → 1. That is, T is a map of sets such that πT = idG. We further
require T to be a normalised section, that is, T (1) = 1. Define μ ∈ Fun(G2,Γ) by

T (g)T (h) = μ(g, h)T (gh) for g, h ∈ G,

observing that T (g)T (h)T (gh)−1 ∈ kerπ = Γ. That is, μ measures the failure of the
section T to be a group homomorphism. Then it is easy to see that μ ∈ Z2(G,Γ)

is a normalised 2-cocycle, and the map G̃μ → E given by (z, g) �→ zT (g), affords

an equivalence of the extensions G̃μ and E.
The above argument establishes an important fact: the cohomology group

H2(G,Γ) is in bijection with the equivalence classes of central extensions of G
by Γ. To a normalised cocycle μ representing a cohomology class in H2(G,Γ),
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the bijection associates the central extension G̃μ. In particular, the trivial cocycle

1 ∈ Z2(G,Γ) corresponds to the split extension G̃ = Γ × G. This bijection is a
particular case of Schreier’s theorem, see [49, Theorem 7.34].

1.3. The Schur multiplier of G. Cocycle extensions of G yield groups larger
than G. A variation of the above construction can be used to deform the multipli-
cation in the group algebra CG of G. This is explained below in 1.5; the input is a
normalised 2-cocycle on G with values in C×. Such cocycles, modulo coboundaries,
form an important finite abelian group

M(G) := H2(G,C×),

known as the Schur multiplier of the finite group G. (In the case where G is infinite,
which we do not consider here, there are competing non-equivalent definitions of
the Schur multiplier of G.)

Example 1.4 (Schur multiplier of a finite abelian group). To compute M(G)
where G is a finite abelian group, one can use an alternative definition of M(G) via
group homology, M(G) = H2(G,Z), see [9, ch. I, Proposition 5.5]. By [14, Theorem
6.4(iii)], this is the same as the abelian group ∧2G, the quotient of the group G⊗Z G
by the subgroup generated by g⊗Z g, g ∈ G. The group G is non-canonically iso-
morphic to G∗ = {homomorphisms from G to C×}, and a more careful analysis
identifies M(G) with ∧2G∗ which is the group of all bicharacters μ ∈ Fun(G2,C×)
modulo the group of symmetric bicharacters. A function μ : G2 → C× is a bichar-
acter, if μ(g,−) and μ(−, g) are homomorphisms G → C× for all g ∈ G; it is
symmetric if μ(g,−) = μ(−, g) for all g. Bicharacters form an abelian group with
respect to pointwise multiplication.

To give an explicit example, consider G = Cn
p where p is prime. A convenient

presentation of G is

G = 〈γ1, . . . , γn | γp
i = 1, γiγj = γjγi, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n〉.

Let ω be a primitive pth root of unity in C×. If 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, denote by bij the
bicharacter of G defined on generators by

bij(γk, γl) =

{
ω, if (k, l) = (j, i),

1, if (k, l) �= (j, i).

It is easy to see that the bicharacters bij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, generate an abelian

group isomoprhic to C
(n2)
p

∼= ∧2G which does not contain non-trivial symmetric
bicharacters. Thus,

M(Cn
p )

∼= C
(n2)
p .

Schur multipliers of many finite non-abelian groups are known; see in particular
[32] for Schur multipliers of all finite simple groups. The Schur multipliers of
symmetric groups and alternating groups were determined by Schur in [54].

1.5. Twisted group algebras. Using a cocycle ν ∈ Z2(G,C×), one can
construct a twisted group algebra (a cocycle twist CGν of the group algebra CG by
ν). The underlying vector space of CGν is CG, and the associative multiplication
�ν is defined on the basis {g | g ∈ G} by g �ν h = ν(g, h)gh. This is the same
formula as in the cocycle extension, but the values of ν are viewed as scalars.
Cohomologous cocycles lead to isomorphic twists of CG, thus twisted group algebras
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are parametrised, up to isomorphism, by elements of the Schur multiplier M(G) of
G.

In a sense, cocycle extensions of G are more general than cocycle twists of CG,
because any cocycle twist of CG is a quotient of the group algebra of an extension
of G by a cyclic group:

Lemma 1.6. Let G be a finite group and ν ∈ Z2(G,C×). There exist a finite
cyclic group Cm = 〈z|zm = 1〉, a cocycle μ ∈ Z2(G,Cm) and an mth root of unity
q ∈ C×, such that

CGν
∼= CG̃μ/<z − q>.

Proof. By [49, lemma 7.65], the subgroup B2(G,C×) of Z2(G,C×) has a
complement M which is a finite subgroup of Z2(G,C×) isomorphic to H2(G,C×).
That is, Z2(G,C×) is a direct product of M and B2(G,C×). Let σ ∈ M be the
cocycle cohomologous to ν so that CGν

∼= CGσ, and let m be the order of σ in the
finite group M . Then all values of σ are mth roots of unity in C×, hence of the form
qk where q is a primitive mth root of 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ m−1. Define μ ∈ Z2(G,Cm) by

μ(g, h) = zk whenever σ(g, h) = qk. This guarantees that the map πq : CG̃μ → CGσ

given by (zk, g) �→ qkg is an algebra homomorphism. It is surjective and its kernel

contains z−q ·1, so dimCG̃μ/<z−q> ≥ dimCG̃μ/ kerπq = |G|. On the other hand,

(zk, g) is the same as qk(1, g) in CG̃μ/<z − q>, hence dimCG̃μ/<z − q> ≤ |G|.
We conclude that kerπq = <z − q> so that CG̃μ/<z − q> ∼= CGσ

∼= CGν . �
1.7. Example: the Clifford algebra is a twisted group algebra. Let A

be the group algebra of the group K = Cn
2 . That is, A is generated by γ1, . . . , γn

subject to relations γ2
i = 1 and γiγj = γjγi for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. There is

another, noncommutative, associative product � on the vector space A such that

γi � γi = 1, γi � γj = γiγj , γj � γi = −γiγj , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.

Note that (A, �) is the Clifford algebra of rank n (named after W. K. Clifford). It
is a cocycle twist of CK by the cocycle μ ∈ Z2(K,C×) given on generators by

μ(γi, γj) =

{
+1 if i ≤ j,

−1 if i > j,

and extended to K × K as a bicharacter. In the notation of Example 1.4, the
cocycle μ is

∏
1≤i<j≤n bij .

As prescribed by Lemma 1.6, the Clifford algebra is the quotient, modulo the
relation z = −1, of the group algebra of a non-abelian central extension of Cn

2 by
C2 = {1, z}.

2. The Schur multiplier of Sn

We now describe the above constructions more explicitly in the case of G = Sn,
the symmetric group of degree n. Historically, this was the first group for which
the Schur multiplier was found; see Schur [52–54].

2.1. Projective representations of G. Initially, let G be an arbitrary finite
group. Projective representations of G are closely associated to central extensions
of G and 2-cocycles on G. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over C. A
projective representation of G on V is a homomorphism ρ : G → PGL(V ) where
PGL(V ) is the quotient group of GL(V ) modulo its centre C× · idV . By choosing
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representatives for ρ(g), g ∈ G, in GL(V ) such that ρ(1) = idV — or choosing
a normalised section PGL(V ) → GL(V ) — we may as well regard ρ as a map
G → GL(V ) which satisfies

ρ(g)ρ(h) = μ(g, h)ρ(gh), g, h ∈ G,

for a function μ ∈ Fun(G2,C×) called a normalised factor set. The associative law
implies that μ ∈ Z2(G,C×). Thus, normalised factor set is just another name for
a normalised 2-cocycle with values in C×.

It is easy to see that projective representations of G with a given factor set
μ are the same as representations of the twisted group algebra CGμ, introduced
above.

Projective representations arise naturally in the representation theory of groups.
An example is the Clifford theory which deals with extending a representation of a
normal subgroup H of G to G, see the paper [16] by A. H. Clifford.

2.2. Schur covers. A way to construct projective representations of G is as
follows. Let 1 → Γ → E → G → 1 be a central extension of G with normalised
section T : G → E. Let r : E → GL(V ) be a representation of E. Then ρ =
rT : G → GL(V ) is a projective representation of G. In this case, it is said that the
projective representation ρ of G is lifted to the (linear) representation r of E.

By a result of Schur [52], for any finite group G there exists at least one central
extension

1 → Γ ↪→ E → G → 1

of G, such that all the projective representations of G are lifted to E. Extensions
with this projective lifting property where the order of E is smallest possible are
known as Schur covers of G, while the group E is termed a Schur covering group,
or a representation group of G.

Equivalently, a central extension is a Schur cover if it is a stem extension and
Γ ∼= M(G). Stem extension means that Γ ⊆ [E,E], the derived subgroup of E.
This and other equivalent characterisations of Schur covers can be found in [9, ch.
II, III] and [49, ch. 7].

2.3. Group algebras of Schur covering groups. Two Schur covers of G
may not be equivalent as extensions, and moreover not isomorphic as abstract
groups. The simplest example is

G = C2 × C2,

the Klein 4-group. By Example 1.4,

M(C2 × C2) = C2.

The group G has two non-isomorphic Schur covering groups: D8, the dihedral group
of order 8, and Q8, the quaternion group, see [49, Example 7.17].

Nevertheless, any two Schur covers of G are isoclinic to each other. Isoclinism
of abstract groups, introduced by P. Hall [34], is an equivalence relation weaker that
isomorphism: for example, all abelian groups form one isoclinism class. See [9, ch.
III] for the definition of isoclinism of abstract groups and of central extensions.

We will need the following observation about group algebras of isoclinic groups.
Let H1, H2 be two finite groups, and let mi(n) denote the number of irreducible
complex characters of the group Hi of degree n. If H1 is isoclinic to H2, then
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by [9, Corollary 5.8], m1(n)|H2|p = m2(n)|H1|p for all n and for all primes p. In
particular, if H1, H2 have the same order, m1(n) = m2(n) for all n.

Recall from the representation theory of finite groups over C that the group
algebra CHi is isomorphic to the direct sum of matrix algebras of size d× d where
d runs over the multiset of degrees of irreducible characters of Hi. That is, the
function mi(n) determines the isomorphism class of the group algebra CHi. We
conclude that ifH1 andH2 are isoclinic groups of the same finite order, CH1

∼= CH2.
In particular, this isomorphism holds if H1 and H2 are Schur covering groups

of the same finite group G. Another way to explain the equality of m1(n) and
m2(n) in this case is to observe that irreducible representations of Hi are, by the
projective lifting property, precisely the irreducible projective representations of G.
Hence we obtain the following

Lemma 2.4. Let G be a finite group. The group algebras, over C, of all Schur
covering groups of G are pairwise isomorphic. �

2.5. The Schur covering groups of Sn. Let now G = Sn. We describe two
non-equivalent covers of Sn, n ≥ 4, found by Schur [54] in 1911. The importance
of a Schur cover for us is that it allows us to choose a normalised section and to
compute a non-trivial 2-cocycle on Sn with values in M(Sn). Schur found that
M(Sn) is trivial if n ≤ 3 and

M(Sn) = C2 if n ≥ 4.

It can be shown that there are no non-trivial cocycles on Sn with values in Cp, p
prime, p �= 2.

As was explained above in 1.2, central extensions of Sn by

C2 = {1, z}
are parametrised, up to equivalence, by the cohomology group H2(Sn, C2). One
can show, in the same fashion as Schur did in [54], that a cocycle μ : Sn×Sn → C2

can be chosen, up to a coboundary, so that for all i, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, k < l,

μ(si, si) = α, μ(sk, sl) = 1, μ(sl, sk) = β, α, β ∈ {1, z}.
Here si = (i i+ 1) is a simple transposition. It follows that

H2(Sn, C2) ∼= C2 × C2 for n ≥ 4,

where a cohomology class in H2(Sn, C2) is represented by [α, β]. We will abuse the
notation slightly and write the cohomology class [α, β] instead of its representative
μ. The four pairwise non-equivalent extensions of Sn by C2 are then as described
in

Theorem 2.6 (Schur [54]). If α, β ∈ {1, z}, the group

(S̃n)[α,β] = 〈t1, . . . , tn−1, z | t2i = α, z2 = 1, zti = tiz,

tjtj+1tj = tj+1tjtj+1, tktl = βtltk :

1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 2, 1 ≤ k < l − 1 ≤ n− 2〉

is a central extension of Sn by C2 via the map (S̃n)[α,β] � Sn given by ti �→ (i i+1),

z �→ 1. The groups (S̃n)[1,z] and (S̃n)[z,z] are Schur covers of Sn, whereas (S̃n)[1,1]

and (S̃n)[z,1] are not stem extensions of Sn. �
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To clarify the notation used, recall from 1.2 that as a set, the group (S̃n)[α,β]
is the cartesian product C2 × Sn. It is generated by z = (z, 1) and by ti = (1, si).

Let us briefly comment on why the cocycles denoted [1, 1] and [z, 1] do not give

rise to stem extensions of Sn. Clearly, (S̃n)[1,1] = Sn × C2 is the trivial extension.
One can show that the cocycle [z, 1] is given by the formula

[z, 1](g, h) = z(�(g)+�(h)−�(gh))/2, g, h ∈ Sn.

Here �(g) is the length (the number of inversions) of the permutation g, and one
notes that �(g) + �(h) − �(gh) is always even. Write Sn as An � C2 where An is

the alternating group and C2 = {id, (12)}. Then (S̃n)[z,1] = An � C4 is obtained
in a straightforward way from the extension 1 → C2 → C4 → C2 → 1. Both for

(S̃n)[1,1] and for (S̃n)[z,1], the element z lies in the kernel of the extension but not
in the derived subgroup.

One is left with two non-isomorphic Schur covering groups of Sn (assuming
n ≥ 4): in Schur’s notation,

Tn = (S̃n)[1,z], T ′
n = (S̃n)[z,z].

By Lemma 2.4,

CTn
∼= CT ′

n (this isomorphism is not canonical).

2.7. The spin symmetric group. Let us now apply the cocycle twist to
deform the associative product on the group algebra CSn. Such a twist is given,
up to an algebra isomorphism, by an element of H2(Sn,C

×) = C2. Note that the
map

H2(Sn, C2) → H2(Sn,C
×), z �→ −1

is not injective. Indeed, although the cocycle [z, 1] ∈ Z2(Sn, C2) considered above
is not cohomologous to the trivial cocycle [1, 1], its image in Z2(Sn,C

×) can be
written as i�(g)i−�(gh)i�(h) where i =

√
−1 ∈ C×. This is clearly a coboundary.

Therefore, up to isomorphism, there is only one non-trivial cocycle twist of CSn:

(CSn)[1,−1] = CTn/<z + 1> ∼= (CSn)[−1,−1] = CT ′
n/<z + 1>.

Although the isomorphism between CTn and CT ′
n is not explicit, there is a straight-

forward isomorphism between the quotients CTn/<z+1> and CT ′
n/<z+1> which

sends the generator tj of CTn/<z + 1> to it′j in CT ′
n/<z + 1>.

The twisted group algebra (CSn)[1,−1]
∼= (CSn)[−1,−1] is referred to as the spin

symmetric group in Wang [60].

2.8. The 1-cocycle χμ and its calculation for Sn. Given a cocycle μ ∈
Z2(G,Γ) on a finite group G, we are interested in the values of the function

χμ(g, h) = μ(g, h)μ(ghg−1, g) : G×G → Γ.

This formula for χμ(g, h) guarantees that the function

G → Fun(G,Γ), g �→ χμ(g,−)

is a 1-cocycle, where Fun(G,Γ) is viewed as a right G-module via the adjoint action
of G on itself. (We have not defined cocycles with coefficients in a non-trivial
module, but see the definition in [14, ch. III, 1, example 3].) We thus have a group
homomorphism

Z2(G,Γ) → Z1(G,Fun(G,Γ)), μ �→ χμ.
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It is not difficult to check that it induces a homomorphism

H2(G,Γ) → H1(G,Fun(G,Γ)).

The reason why we are interested in this homomorphism will become apparent later
in Section 6 and has to do with twisting Yetter-Drinfeld modules.

We have just analysed the groupH2(Sn, C2), so now is a good point to calculate
χμ for future use. For μ = [1, z] in the notation of 2.5, the corresponding cocycle
in Z1(Sn,Fun(Sn, C2)) was explicitly found by Vendramin [59, Lemma 3.7 and
Theorem 3.8]:

Theorem 2.9 (Vendramin). If σ, τ are transpositions in Sn, τ = (i j), i < j,
then

χ[1,z](σ, τ ) =

{
z, if σ(i) < σ(j),

1, if σ(i) > σ(j).

�

The expression for χ[z,z](σ, τ ) is more complicated: one can check that

χ[z,z](σ, τ ) = z(�(στσ
−1)−�(τ))/2χ[1,z](σ, τ ).

3. Cocycle twists and cocycle extensions of group-graded algebras

Definition 3.1 (G-graded algebra over R). Let R be a commutative ring and
A be an associative algebra over R. We say that A is graded by a finite group G,
if A =

⊕
g∈G Ag, where ⊕ means a direct sum of R-modules; AgAh ⊂ Agh for all

g, h ∈ G; and the identity element of A is in A1.

Example 3.2. The group algebra RG is G-graded, with (RG)g = Rg.

3.3. Cocycle twists of A. Let A be a G-graded algebra over R. The multi-
plication in A can be twisted by a 2-cocycle on G with values in R×. Every cocycle
μ ∈ Z2(G,R×) gives rise to a new associative product � = �μ on the underlying
R-module A given by

a �μ b = μ(g, h)ab for a ∈ Ag, b ∈ Ah, g, h ∈ G.

We refer to the algebra Aμ = (A, �μ) as the cocycle twist of A by μ.

3.4. Realisation of the cocycle twist via coaction. The twists of the
group algebra of G, discussed in the previous section, are in a sense the main
example of cocycle twists of a group-graded algebra. We will now explain this. We
will write the G-grading as a coaction:

Definition 3.5 (Coaction). If V is a G-graded R-module, V =
⊕

g∈G Vg, the
coaction of G on V is the R-module map

δ : V → V ⊗
R
RG, δ(v) = v⊗

R
g if v ∈ Vg.

It follows from the definition of a G-graded algebra that the coaction δ : A →
A⊗R RG is a homomorphism of algebras over R, where A⊗R RG is viewed as a
tensor product of two algebras (the tensor factors commute).

Now let μ ∈ Z2(G,R×). View the codomain of δ as the algebra A⊗R RGμ

where A and RGμ commute.
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Lemma 3.6. δ is an algebra isomorphism between (A, �μ) and the subalgebra
δ(A) of A⊗R RGμ.

Proof. Note that δ is injective because (idA ⊗R ε)δ = idA where ε : RG → R
is the augmentation map. It is enough to check that δ(ab) = δ(a)δ(b) where a ∈ Ag,
b ∈ Ah. Both sides are equal to ab⊗R gh. �

In other words, it is enough to twist RG, and the twisted product on every
G-graded R-algebra is induced via the coaction.

3.7. Cocycle extensions of C-algebras. In the rest of this section, we will
look at the case where R is a commutative algebra over C. Let A0 be a G-graded
algebra over C, and let μ ∈ Z2(G,R×). The cocycle extension of A0 by μ is an
algebra over R. It can be constructed in two steps. First, consider R⊗C A0 as an
algebra over R, with the G-grading coming from A0. The algebra R⊗CA0 is a
trivial extension of A0 (extension of scalars with no cocycle involved).

Then twist the multiplication in R⊗C A0 as in 3.3, obtaining (R⊗C A0)μ. We

denote the R-algebra (R⊗C A0)μ by (Ã0)μ and call it the extension of A0 by the
cocycle μ. Note that a cocycle extension of a C-algebra by a cocycle with values in
R× is always free as an R-module.

3.8. Flat Γ-deformations of C-algebras. Specialisation. Let A be an
algebra over C and Γ be an abelian group. We further restrict R to being the

group algebra CΓ. A flat Γ-deformation of A is an algera Ã over the ring CΓ which

is a free CΓ-module, together with an isomorphism Ã/CΓ+Ã
∼−→ A of algebras.

Here CΓ+ is the augmentation ideal of CΓ, that is, the subspace of CΓ spanned by

{z− 1 | z ∈ Γ}. Note that CΓ+Ã is a two-sided ideal of Ã. Cf. [23, Definition 1.1].
Any algebra A has a trivial flat Γ-deformation CΓ⊗C A.

In the case where Γ is a cyclic group Cm = 〈z | zm = 1〉, it is convenient to

denote the algebra Ã/CΓ+Ã by Ã|z=1. More generally, for any q ∈ C× such that
qm = 1, one has the algebra

Ã|z=q := Ã/(z − q)Ã

over C. The algebra Ã|z=q is the specialisation of Ã at z = q.
Note that any extension of A by a cocycle μ ∈ Z2(G,Γ) is a flat Γ-deformation

of A. Lemma 1.6 and Lemma 3.6 now imply

Corollary 3.9. For every cocycle ν ∈ Z2(G,C×), there exists a finite cyclic
group Cm = 〈z | zm = 1〉, a cocycle μ ∈ Z2(G,Cm) and an mth root of unity q ∈ C×

such that the twist Aν of A is isomorphic to a specialisation of Ãμ at z = q. �

4. Cocycle twists and the lazy cohomology of a monoidal category

A twist of G-graded algebras by a cocycle representing an element of M(G)
can be viewed as an endofunctor of the category of G-graded algebras over C. The
cocycle extension, too, should be understood as a functor, but between two different
categories of algebras. This motivates us to review the necessary formalism of alge-
bras in monoidal categories. We show how a 2-cocycle can be defined categorically
as a natural automorphism of the monoidal product on a category C; it induces an
endofunctor on the category C - Alg of algebras in C.
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4.1. Algebras in a monoidal category. Recall that a category C ismonoidal
if it is equipped with a monoidal product bifunctor ⊗ : C ×C → C and a unit object
I that satisfy the axioms in Mac Lane [38, ch. VII]. The first section of Deligne
– Milne article [19] also provides a clear and concise introduction to monoidal
categories. A standard example is R -Mod where R is a commutative ring, with
⊗ = ⊗R and I = R. All monoidal categories C that we consider are equipped with
a faithful functor to R -Mod which preserves the monoidal product and the unit
object. In particular, the associativity constraint Φ: ⊗◦(⊗× idC) ∼= ⊗◦(idC ×⊗)
is canonical and will be omitted from formulae. We explicitly consider the most
basic case where R ∼= C ⊕ C ⊕ . . . ⊕ C is the group algebra CΓ of a finite abelian
group Γ, and in the main applications we will have Γ = C2.

An algebra (or monoid) in a monoidal category C is a triple (A,m, η) where
A ∈ Ob C and the multiplication morphism m : A⊗A → A and the unit morphism
η : I → A satisfy the usual associativity and unitality axioms. See [38, ch. VII, 3].
Morphisms between algebras in C are C-morphisms between the underlying objects
that intertwine the multiplication morphisms and the unit morphisms. Thus, alge-
bras in a monoidal category C form a category C - Alg equipped with the forgetful
faithful functor (A,m, η) �→ A from C - Alg to C. For example, R -Mod -Alg is the
category of algebras over the commutative ring R.

4.2. Example: the free algebra of an object of C. Assume that the
monoidal category C has countable direct sums which are preserved by the monoidal
structure: that is, X ⊗

⊕
i∈N

Yi is a direct sum of {X ⊗Yi | i ∈ N}. Then every
object V ∈ Ob C gives rise to a free algebra T (V ) ∈ Ob C - Alg. As an object in C,

T (V ) =
⊕
n∈N

V ⊗n

where the tensor powers are defined inductively by V ⊗0 = I and V ⊗n = V ⊗n−1⊗V .
By definition of a direct sum, a morphism f : T (V ) → X in C is the same as a
collection of morphisms f |V ⊗n : V ⊗n → X, so the multiplication on the tensor
algebra is the unique morphism m : T (V )⊗T (V ) → T (V ) such that m|V ⊗m ⊗V ⊗n

is the canonical isomorphism onto V ⊗m+n given by the associativity of ⊗. See
[38, ch. VII, 3, Theorem 2].

Observe that T is a functor from C to C - Alg. If f : V → W is a morphism in
C, then

T (f) : T (V ) → T (W ), T (f)|V ⊗n = f⊗n,

is the corresponding morphism in C-Alg.
The following notion of a 2-cocycle on a monoidal category C is the same as

laycle (lazy cocycle) in [47].

Definition 4.3 (cocycle). Let μ : ⊗ → ⊗ be an automorphism of the monoidal
product on C; that is, a family of automorphisms μX,Y : X ⊗Y → X ⊗Y natural
in X,Y . It is a normalised 2-cocycle on C if

μX,Y ⊗Z(idX ⊗μY,Z) = μX ⊗Y,Z(μX,Y ⊗ idZ), μX,I = μI,X = idX

for all X,Y, Z ∈ Ob C.

Remark 4.4. Recall that naturality of μX,Y in X,Y means that, given two
morphisms f : X → X ′ and g : Y → Y ′ in C, one has (f ⊗ g)μX,Y = μX′,Y ′(f ⊗ g).
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Remark 4.5. The cocycle condition allows us to consider

μX,Y,Z ∈ End(X ⊗Y ⊗Z)

which is defined as both μX,Y ⊗Z(idX ⊗μY,Z) and μX ⊗Y,Z(μX,Y ⊗ idZ). More
generally, μX1,...,Xn

, n ≥ 3, is defined recursively as

μX1,...,Xn
= μX1,...,Xn−2,Xn−1 ⊗Xn

(idX1
⊗ . . .⊗ idXn−2

⊗μXn−1,Xn
)

but has various other factorisations due to the cocycle condition.

Definition 4.6 (cocycle twist). Let (A,m, η) be an algebra in C and μ be a
normalised 2-cocycle on C. Its twist by μ is defined to be the triple (A,mμA,A, η).

Theorem 4.7 (the cocycle twist functor). If μ is a normalised 2-cocycle on a
monoidal category C, the twist by μ of an algebra in C is again an algebra in C. The
twist by μ is a functor from C - Alg to C - Alg which is identity on morphisms.

Proof. Consider the twist (A,mμA,A, η) of (A,m, η) ∈ Ob C - Alg. The mor-
phism mμA,A is associative:

mμA,A(mμA,A ⊗ idA) = m(m⊗ idA)μA⊗A,A(μA,A⊗ idA)

= m(idA ⊗m)μA,A⊗A(idA⊗μA,A) = mμA,A(idA ⊗mμA,A),

where the first and the third steps are by naturality of μ, while the second step is
by associativity of m and the definition of cocycle. To show that mμA,A is unital
with respect to η, use naturality of μ and unitality of m.

It remains to show that a morphism f : (A,mA, ηA) → (B,mB, ηB) in C - Alg
remains a morphism between (A,mAμA,A, ηA) and (B,mBμB,B , ηB). We are given
that fmA = mB(f ⊗ f) and want to prove that fmAμA,A = mBμB,B(f ⊗ f). But
this clearly follows from naturality of μ. Furthermore, we are given that fηA = ηB ,
but this same property shows that f intertwines the unit maps of the twisted
algebras. �

Remark 4.8. Note that it is sometimes convenient to use the iterated product
mn : A

⊗n → A for an algebra A, well-defined by associativity of m: recursively,
mn = mn−1(id

⊗n−2
A ⊗m) for n ≥ 2. We observe that the iterated product on the

twist of A by μ is equal to mnμA,A,...,A where the n-fold version μA,A,...,A is defined
in Remark 4.5.

4.9. Coboundaries. The lazy cohomology of C. Let us denote the col-
lection of normalised 2-cocycles on a monoidal category C by Z2(C). Observe that
natural automorphisms of the bifunctor ⊗ form a group Aut⊗ under composition.
(Warning: a group in this context may not be a set but is rather a class.)

We have Z2(C) ⊂ Aut⊗. We claim that Z2(C) is a subgroup of Aut⊗. In-
deed, observe that if μ, ν : ⊗ → ⊗ are natural transformations, then νX,Y ⊗Z and
idX ⊗μY,Z commute in End(X ⊗Y ⊗Z), precisely by naturality of ν in the second
subscript. If μ, ν ∈ Z2(C), then
μX,Y ⊗ZνX,Y ⊗Z(idX ⊗μY,ZνY,Z) = μX,Y ⊗Z(idX ⊗μY,Z)νX,Y ⊗Z(idX ⊗ νY,Z)

= μX ⊗Y,Z(μX,Y ⊗ idZ)νX ⊗Y,Z(μX,Y ⊗ idZ)

= μX ⊗Y,ZνX ⊗Y,Z(μX,Y νX,Y ⊗ idZ),

which shows that Z2(C) is closed under composition of natural transformations.
Clearly Z2(C) is also closed under inverses, hence is a group, possibly non-abelian.
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We are going to define the notion of a 2-coboundary. Let Aut IdC be the
group of all natural automorphisms of the identity functor of C. We require all
such automorphisms to be compatible with the associativity constraint of ⊗, to
allow us to write φX ⊗Y ⊗Z for φ ∈ Aut C, X,Y, Z ∈ Ob C. Define the map
d : Aut IdC → Aut⊗ by

(dφ)X,Y = φ−1
X ⊗Y (φX ⊗φY ),

and define the 2-coboundaries of C to be B2(C) = im d ⊂ Z2(C).

Proposition 4.10. d is a group homomorphism, and B2(C) is a central sub-
group of Z2(C).

Proof. Note that for any φ, ψ ∈ Aut IdC , ψ
−1
X ⊗Y commutes with φX ⊗φY by

naturality of ψ. This immediately implies that d(φψ) = (dφ)(dψ). Hence d is a
homomorphism, and B2(C) is a subgroup of Aut⊗. Moreover, dφ ∈ Z2(C) because
(dφ)X,Y ⊗Z(idX ⊗(dφ)Y,Z) = φ−1

X ⊗Y ⊗Z(φX ⊗φY ⊗Z)(idX ⊗φ−1
Y ⊗Z(φY ⊗φZ))

= φ−1
X ⊗Y ⊗Z(φX ⊗φY ⊗φZ)

= (dφ)X ⊗Y,Z((dφ)X,Y ⊗ idZ).

It remains to show that dφ commutes with μ ∈ Z2(C). But φ−1
X ⊗Y commutes with

μX,Y by naturality of φ, and φX ⊗φY commutes with μX,Y by naturality of μ in
both X and Y . �

Definition 4.11. The lazy cohomology group of a monoidal category C is the
group

H2
� (C) := Z2(C)/B2(C).

This notion, introduced by Panaite, Staic and Van Oystaeyen in [47], gener-
alises the construction of the lazy cohomology group of a Hopf algebra, introduced
by Bichon and Carnovale [10] based on a work [51] by Schauenburg. Currently
there are not enough explicit calculations of this recently introduced analogue of
the Schur multiplier, but see Bichon – Kassel [11] and references therein. If G is
a finite group, the lazy cohomology of the category of G-graded C-vector spaces is
M(G), a finite abelian group. However, the monoidal category of CG-modules is
a natural object to be considered, and there are examples of finite groups G for
which H2

� (CG-modules) is a non-abelian group.
Note that if two cocycles on C are in the same class in H2

� (C), the twist functors
they induce on C - Alg are naturally isomorphic.

4.12. Example: the category R-MG. Let R be a commutative ring and
G be a finite group. Denote by R -MG the monoidal category of R-modules with
G-grading. In other words (see Definition 3.5),

• objects of R -MG are pairs (V, δ) where V is an R-module and δ : V →
V ⊗R RG is an R-module map;

• morphisms f : (V, δV ) → (W, δW ) are R-module maps f : V → W such
that (f ⊗ idRG)δV = δW f ;

• the monoidal product of (V, δV ) and (W, δW ) is V ⊗R W as an R-module,
where the coaction δV ⊗R W is δV ⊗R δW followed by the group multipli-
cation map RG⊗R RG → RG;

• the unit object is I = R with coaction δ = idR ⊗R 1G.
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Then each normalised 2-cocycle μ ∈ Z2(G,R×) gives rise to a categorical cocycle
on R -MG via

μX,Y =
∑

g,h∈G

μ(g, h)(idX ⊗
R
πg ⊗

R
idY ⊗

R
πh)(δX ⊗

R
δY ) ∈ EndR(X ⊗

R
Y ),

where πg : RG → R is an R-module map defined by πg(g) = 1, πg(k) = 0, g, k ∈ G,
g �= k.

The category R -MG - Alg is the category of G-graded algebras over R. It
remains to note that the categorical twist of A ∈ Ob R -MG - Alg by μX,Y is the
same as the twist Aμ considered in the previous section.

4.13. The cocycle extension functor for C-algebras. The categorical
setup accommodates the cocycle extension construction from 3.7, which will now
be interpreted as a functor. We write MG to denote C -MG.

Recall that if μ ∈ Z2(G,Γ) where Γ is an abelian group, and A is an algebra over

C, the cocycle extension Ãμ of A is the algebra (CΓ⊗A)μ over CΓ. Clearly, CΓ⊗−
is a faithful functor from MG - Alg to CΓ -MG - Alg. Recall also the specialisation
at z = q which is a functor from CCm -MG - Alg to MG - Alg. We write this
functor as ( · )|z=q. We summarise the so far developed categorical interpretation
of extensions and twists of C-algebras in the following

Theorem 4.14. Let G be a finite group and Γ be an abelian group.
1. To each cocycle μ ∈ Z2(G,Γ) there corresponds a cocycle extension functor

(̃ · )μ : MG - Alg → CΓ -MG - Alg, A �→ Ãμ.

The algebra Ãμ is a flat Γ-deformation of A.

2. If μ1, μ2 are cohomologous cocycles, the functors (̃ · )μ1
and (̃ · )μ2

are natu-
rally isomorphic.

3. To each cocycle ν ∈ Z2(G,C×) there corresponds a cocycle twist functor

( · )ν : MG - Alg → MG - Alg, A �→ Aν .

4. For each ν ∈ Z2(G,C×) one can find a finite cyclic group Cm = 〈z | zm = 1〉,
an mth root of unity q ∈ C× and a cocycle μ ∈ Z2(G,Cm) such that there is a
natural isomorphism

( · )ν ∼= ( · )|z=q ◦ (̃ · )μ
of functors. �

5. Cocycle twists of braidings and Nichols algebras

In this section, we work with a monoidal category with a braiding. If Ψ is
a braiding on an abelian monoidal category C, to each object of V of C there is
associated an algebra B(V,Ψ) in C. This is a general categorical version of Nichols
algebra, a quantum group-theoretic construction which has become quite popular
among Hopf algebra theorists. We introduce B(V,Ψ) in a category which is not

necessarily k-linear for a field k; we use this construction in the category R -GYDG

of Yetter-Drinfeld modules for a group G over a commutative ring R. One of the
goals of this section is to show how B(V,Ψ) behaves under a cocycle twist.
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5.1. Hopf algebras in a braided category. A braiding on a monoidal cat-
egory C is a natural isomorphism Ψ: ⊗ → ⊗op that satisfies the hexagon condition.
A monoidal category equipped with a braiding is a braided category. The standard
reference is Joyal – Street [35], see also an expository paper [50] by Savage. The
braiding yields, for each pair of objects X,Y ∈ Ob C, an isomorphism

ΨX,Y : X ⊗Y → Y ⊗X.

For example, the category R -Mod has the trivial braiding, Ψ = τ , defined by
τX,Y (x⊗R y) = y⊗R x.

A braiding on a monoidal category C gives rise to a monoidal product on the
category C - Alg. Namely, if (A,mA, ηA), (B,mB, ηB) ∈ Ob(C - Alg), the object
A⊗B becomes an algebra with respect to the multiplication map

mA⊗B = (mA ⊗mB)(idA ⊗ΨB,A ⊗ idB) : A⊗B⊗A⊗B → A⊗B

and the unit map ηA ⊗ ηB . The associativity of mA⊗B follows from the hexagon

condition and the naturality of Ψ. The unit object of C - Alg is (I, I⊗ I
∼−→ I, idI).

A bialgebra in a braided category C is an algebra (B,m, η) in C equipped with
two extra morphisms, the coproduct Δ: B → B⊗B which is coassociative in the
usual sense and is a morphism of algebras, and ε : B → I satisfying the counit
condition with respect to Δ. Note that the braiding Ψ is involved in the algebra
structure on B⊗B and therefore affects the definition of Δ. A Hopf algebra in C
is a bialgebra equipped with a C-morphism S : B → B satisfying the definition of
an antipode. It is easy to observe that the trivial algebra I as above is also a Hopf
algebra in C.

An introduction to Hopf algebras in braided categories can be found in Majid
[42, ch. 14].

5.2. Duals and rigidity. Half-adjoints. Kernels of a pairing. Let X be
an object in a monoidal category C. A right dual of X is an object X∗ together
with two morphisms,

evX : X∗⊗X → I, coevX : I → X ⊗X∗

which satisfy

(X ∼= I⊗X
coevX ⊗ idX−−−−−−−−→ X ⊗X∗ ⊗X

idX ⊗ evX−−−−−−→ X) = X
idX−−→ X,

(X∗ ∼= X∗ ⊗ I
idX∗ ⊗ coevX−−−−−−−−−→ X∗ ⊗X ⊗X∗ evX ⊗ idX∗−−−−−−−→ X∗) = X∗ idX∗−−−→ X∗.

A right dual is unique up to an isomorphism. A left dual ∗X of X is a right dual
of X in the category (C,⊗op, I). In particular, X is a right dual of ∗X.

An object X is rigid if it has right and left duals in C. Rigid objects form a
full subcategory of C.

If X and Y are rigid objects in a monoidal category C, each morphism X ⊗Y
f−→

Z has two half-adjoints :

X
f�

−→ Z ⊗Y ∗ = (X
idX ⊗ coevY−−−−−−−−→ X ⊗Y ⊗Y ∗ f ⊗ idY ∗−−−−−→ Z ⊗Y ∗),

Y
f�

−→ ∗X ⊗Z = (Y
coev∗X ⊗ idY−−−−−−−−→ ∗X ⊗X ⊗Y

id∗X ⊗ f−−−−−→ ∗X ⊗Z).

A pairing between two objects X, Y in C is a morphism κ : X ⊗Y → I. For
example, evX is a pairing between X∗ and X if X is rigid. If C is additive, there
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is a zero pairing X ⊗Y
0−→ I between any two objects. If the category C is abelian,

we can define the right and left kernels of the pairing κ by

kerl κ = kerκ
, kerr κ = kerκ�.

Note that a pairing κ : X ⊗Y → I gives rise to a pairing between X ⊗X and Y ⊗Y :

κ(idX ⊗κ⊗ idY ) : X ⊗X ⊗Y ⊗Y → I,

that is, the rightmost copy of X is paired with the leftmost copy of Y , and vice
versa. In the same fashion κ defines a pairing between X⊗n and Y ⊗n by first acting
on the innermost copy of X ⊗Y in X⊗n ⊗Y ⊗n.

5.3. Hopf duality pairing. Let A, B be two bialgebras in a braided category
C. A duality pairing between A and B is a pairing κ : A⊗B → I such that

κ(ΔA⊗ idB ⊗ idB) = κ(idA ⊗mB) : A⊗B⊗B → I, κ(ηA⊗ idB) = εB : B → I,

κ(idA ⊗ idA ⊗ΔB) = κ(mA⊗ idB) : A⊗A⊗B → I, κ(idA⊗ ηB) = εA : A → I.

If A and B are Hopf algebras, one also requires that κ(SA⊗ idB) = κ(idA ⊗SB).

5.4. The free braided Hopf algebra. Now assume that the monoidal cat-
egory C satisfies the conditions in 4.2 — that is, admits countable direct sums —
and is additive. The free algebra T (V ) of an object V of C has a canonical structure
of a Hopf algebra in C. Namely, let

in : V
⊗n → T (V )

denote the canonical injection. Consider

d1 : V
∼−→ I⊗V

i0 ⊗ i1−−−−→ T (V )⊗T (V ), d2 : V
∼−→ V ⊗ I

i1 ⊗ i0−−−−→ T (V )⊗T (V ).

Define Δ|V : V → T (V )⊗T (V ) as Δ|V = d1 + d2. Also, define Δ|I to be I
∼−→

I⊗ I
i0 ⊗ i0−−−−→ T (V )⊗T (V ). Following Majid [39], see also [41, ch. 10], one checks

that there is a unique family of morphisms

Δn := Δ|V ⊗n : V ⊗n → T (V ), n ≥ 2,

such that the resulting morphism Δ: T (V ) → T (V )⊗T (V ) is a morphism of alge-
bras. The coassociativity of Δ then automatically follows from the coassociativity
of Δ1.

The counit morphism ε on T (V ) is defined via ε|I = idI and ε|V ⊗n = 0 for n ≥ 1.
The antipode is S|V = i1 ◦ (− idV ) extended to T (V ) as a braided antialgebra
map. The details can be found in [41, ch. 10]; here is an explicit formula for the
component Δn of the coproduct which is wholly in terms of the braiding Ψ := ΨV,V

on V . Majid introduces the braided integers

[n]Ψ = id⊗n
V +Ψn−1,n+Ψn−1,nΨn−2,n−1+. . .+Ψn−1,nΨn−2,n−1 · · ·Ψ1,2 ∈ EndV ⊗n,

where the leg notation Ψi,i+1 stands for id⊗i−1
V ⊗Ψ⊗ id⊗n−i−1

V . In particular,
[1]Ψ = idV and [2]Ψ = idV ⊗2 +Ψ. Furthermore, he defines the braided binomial
coefficients

[
n
k

]
Ψ
∈ EndV ⊗n recursively by[

n

0

]
Ψ

= idV ⊗n ,

[
n− 1

n

]
Ψ

= 0,[
n

k

]
Ψ

= Ψk,k+1 · · ·Ψn−1,n(

[
n− 1

k − 1

]
Ψ

⊗ idV ) +

[
n− 1

k

]
⊗ idV .
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It is convenient to use the isomorphism V ⊗n ∼−→ V ⊗k ⊗V ⊗n−k to assume that[
n

k

]
Ψ

: V ⊗n → V ⊗k ⊗V ⊗n−k,

which leads to

Δn =
n∑

k=0

(ik ⊗ in−k)

[
n

k

]
Ψ

: V ⊗n → T (V )⊗T (V ).

5.5. The duality pairing between T (V ) and T (V ∗). If V is a rigid object
of C, there is a unique pairing κ : T (V ∗)⊗T (V ) → I such that

κ|V ∗ ⊗V = evV , κ is a Hopf duality pairing.

Necessarily the pairing between V ⊗n and V ∗⊗m is 0 unless n = m. It is shown in
[39] that κ is given by

κn := κ|V ∗⊗n ⊗V ⊗n = evV ⊗n ◦ (idV ∗⊗n ⊗[n]!Ψ) = evV ⊗n ◦ ([n]!Ψ∗ ⊗ idV ⊗n)

where Ψ = ΨV,V and Ψ∗ = ΨV ∗,V ∗ , which is necessarily the adjoint of Ψ with
respect to evV ⊗V . The braided factorial is the endomorphism

[n]!Ψ = ([1]Ψ ⊗ idV ⊗n−1)([2]Ψ⊗ idV ⊗n−2) · · · [n]Ψ

of V ⊗n. The braided factorial is also known as the braided (Woronowicz ) sym-
metriser of degree n. One can see explicitly that κ is a Hopf duality pairing by
observing that the braided binomial theorem holds [41, proof of Proposition 10.4.13]:

([k]!Ψ ⊗[n− k]!Ψ)

[
n

k

]
Ψ

= [n]!Ψ

modulo the isomorphism V ⊗k ⊗V ⊗n−k ∼−→ V ⊗n.

Remark 5.6 (braided symmetriser). We give the braided symmetriser [n]!Ψ
as a product of braided integers, but its expansion (or, rather, expansions, as they
depend on a choice of a reduced word for each element of Sn) is also useful. For the
purposes of this remark only, write Ψi to denote the endomorphism Ψi,i+1 of V ⊗n.
It follows from the hexagon axiom satisfied by Ψ that the operators Ψ1, . . . ,Ψn−1

satisfy the braid relations

ΨiΨi+1Ψi = Ψi+1ΨiΨi+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2; ΨiΨj = ΨjΨi, j > i+ 1.

If σ ∈ Sn is a permutation of {1, . . . , n}, write σ = si1si2 . . . sil in a shortest possible
way, where si = (i, i + 1). Put Ψσ = Ψi1Ψi2 . . .Ψil ; this does not depend on the
choice of the reduced (i.e., shortest) word i1, i2, . . . , il for σ because of the braid
relations satisfied by the Ψi. One then has

[n]!Ψ =
∑
σ∈Sn

Ψσ ∈ EndV ⊗n.
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5.7. The functor B. Nichols algebras. We now come to an important class
of Hopf algebras in a braided category C. We have seen in 5.4 shows that if C is
additive, to each V ∈ Ob C there is associated a free braided Hopf algebra T (V ).
If V is rigid, there is a canonical Hopf duality pairing T (V ∗)⊗T (V ) → I.

Now assume that C is an abelian braided category. The free braided Hopf
algebra T (V ) of a rigid object V is in general not a rigid object, but V ⊗n is. The
half-adjoint of κn is

κ

n = [n]!Ψ : V ⊗n → V ⊗n,

where Ψ = ΨV,V . Consider the total Woronowicz symmetriser

Wor(Ψ) =

∞⊕
n=1

inκ


n =

∞⊕
n=1

in[n]!Ψ ∈ EndT (V ).

Following Majid’s approach in [39,41], one can quotient out the kernel of Wor(Ψ)
to kill the right kernel of the pairing κn for all n. Denote

B(V,Ψ) = T (V )/ kerWor(Ψ).

This is an object in C. Moreover, one can check that the product on a Hopf algebra
B in C induces a product on the quotient of B modulo the (left or right) kernel of
a Hopf duality pairing; same with coproduct. Therefore, B(V,Ψ) is a braided Hopf
algebra.

Moreover, by naturality of the braiding Ψ, for each morphism f : V → W in
C and for all n one has f⊗n ◦ [n]!ΨV,V

= [n]!ΨW,W
◦ f⊗n. This shows that the

construction of B(V,Ψ) is functorial, that is, we are dealing with a functor

B(−,Ψ): C → C - Alg.

Note that although C - Alg is a monoidal category due to the braiding on C, the
functor B is not a monoidal functor.

In the setting where C is a k-linear tensor category over some field k — that
is, all objects are k-vector spaces with some additional structure, and ⊗ is ⊗k on
underlying spaces — the k-algebra B(V,Ψ) is known as the Nichols algebra of V ,
following Andruskiewitsch and Schneider [2].

Remark 5.8. To construct B(V,Ψ), the category C was assumed to be abelian,
which guarantees the existence of quotient object; remember, B(V,Ψ) is the quotient
of T (V ) by the kernel of ⊕n[n]!Ψ. However, if the category C is merely additive, the
quotient of T (V ) by the said kernel may or may not exist in C for a given braiding
Ψ. Sometimes we would like to work in an additive monoidal category which is not
abelian: think of free R-modules with respect to ⊗R where R is a commutative
ring. The existence of B(V,Ψ) in such a category is not guaranteed a priori but
will be proved by other means in special cases.

5.9. The cocycle twist of a braiding and of B(V,Ψ). Recall that a cocycle
μ ∈ Z2(C) is a natural automorphism of the monoidal product ⊗ on C, and a
braiding Ψ is a natural transformation ⊗ → ⊗op. In an obvious way, μop given by
μop
X,Y = μY,X is a natural automorphism of ⊗op. The following is then the way to

twist Ψ by μ. It can be checked directly that the result is again a braiding (or see
[47, Proposition 2.7]):

Lemma 5.10. Ψμ = μop ◦Ψ ◦ μ−1 is a braiding on C. �
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Thus, the new braiding Ψμ is given by the formula

(Ψμ)X,Y = μY,XΨX,Y μ
−1
X,Y for X,Y ∈ Ob C.

Let us find out the relationship between the algebras B(V,Ψ) and B(V,Ψμ).

Theorem 5.11 (twisting of B(V,Ψ)). Let V be an object of an abelian monoidal
category C which admits free algebras. Let Ψ be a braiding on C and μ ∈ Z2(C).
Then

B(V,Ψμ) ∼= B(V,Ψ)μ

as algebras in C, where B(V,Ψ)μ is the twist of B(V,Ψ) by the cocycle μ.

Proof. Denote by μn the morphism μV,V,...,V : V ⊗n → V ⊗n introduced in
Remark 4.5. For consistency, write μ0 = idI and μ1 = idV . Observe the following
propety of μn, n ≥ 3, obtained by iterating the cocycle condition:

μV ⊗k,V ⊗n−k(μk ⊗μn−k) = μni
n
k ,

where ink denotes the canonical isomorphism between V ⊗k ⊗V ⊗n−k and V ⊗n.
It follows that the C-morphism ⊕∞

n=0inμn : T (V ) → T (V ) is in fact an isomor-
phism between the algebras T (V ) and T (V )μ.

Indeed, the product in T (V ) restricted to V ⊗k ⊗V ⊗n−k coincides with ink . The
product on T (V )μ, which has the same underlying object ⊕∞

n=0V
⊗n as T (V ), is

defined on V ⊗k ⊗V ⊗n−k as inkμV ⊗k,V ⊗n−k . But then we have

inkμV ⊗k,V ⊗n−k(μk ⊗μn−k) = μni
n
k ,

which precisely says that ⊕∞
n=0inμn intertwines the two products on the object

T (V ), the T (V )-product and the T (V )μ-product.
To get the desired isomorphism between B(V,Ψ) and B(V,Ψμ), we have to pass

to the quotient algebras. It follows from the definition of Ψμ and of [n]!Ψ that

[n]!Ψμ
= μn [n]!Ψ μ−1

n ,

which means that the isomorphism ⊕∞
n=0inμn between T (V ) and T (V )μ induces an

isomorphism between B(V,Ψμ) = T (V )/⊕n ker[n]!Ψμ
and (T (V )/⊕n ker[n]!Ψ)μ =

B(V,Ψ)μ. �
5.12. Twists of a braiding by monoidal automorphisms of the cat-

egory. Let us point out that there is another way to twist a braiding Ψ on a
given monoidal category C. Suppose that F : C → C is a monoidal functor which is
strictly invertible; that is, an automorphism of C as a monoidal category. Define a
new braiding ΨF by

ΨF
X,Y = F−1(ΨF (X),F (Y )), X, Y ∈ Ob C.

It is straightforward to check that ΨF is again a braiding on C.
In one of the main examples below, a cocycle twist of a braiding coincides with

a twist by an automorphism:
Ψμ = ΨF .

In this case, there is more we can say about the algebra B(V,Ψ)μ. By Theorem 5.11,
B(V,Ψ)μ ∼= B(V,Ψμ). But clearly F (B(V,ΨF )) = B(F (V ),Ψ); here F on the
left-hand side is viewed as an automorphism of the category C - Alg. We conclude
that

F (B(V,Ψ)μ) = B(F (V ),Ψ).

This observation is used in the next section.
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6. Extensions and twists of Yetter-Drinfeld modules

We have described a general approach to algebras B(V,Ψ) and their cocycle
twists that works in arbitrary braided monoidal categories. On the other hand, the
mainstream research into Nichols algebras focuses on the braided category HYDH

of Yetter-Drinfeld modules over a k-linear Hopf algebra H, denoted GYDG when
H = kG is a group algebra. (There are four versions of the Yetter-Drinfeld mod-

ule category: YDH
H , HYDH , HYDH , H

HYD, but the differences between them are
immaterial.)

We would like to get rid of the k-linearity assumption. Let R be a commutative
ring, and consider Yetter-Drinfeld modules which are free R-modules — a mild
generalisation of vector spaces — with an action and a coaction of a finite group G.
This category is the appropriate target category for the cocycle extension functor
for Yetter-Drinfeld modules, associated to μ ∈ Z2(G,R×). This functor generalises
the cocycle twist construction for Yetter-Drinfeld modules, originally due to Majid
and Oeckl [44], now widely used in the literature on Nichols algebras — see for
example [1].

6.1. The monoidal category R,GYDG. Let R be a commutative ring and

G be a finite group. The category R,GYDG of R-free Yetter-Drinfeld modules for
RG consists of G-graded RG-modules

Y =
⊕
g∈G

Yg,

where each Vg is a free R-module. The action � of G and the grading are compatible
in the sense

g � Yh = Yghg−1

for all g, h ∈ G.
Recall that a G-grading on Y can be written as a coaction δ : Y → Y ⊗R RG,

see Definition 3.5. For coactions we will use the Sweedler sigma notation [56], but
without the sigma. Such notation is often found in modern Hopf algebra literature,
see for example [42]. We write

δ(v) = v(0) ⊗
R
v(1) ∈ Y ⊗RG,

where the summation is implicit. The Yetter-Drinfeld module condition for Y is
then written as

δ(h � v) = (h � v(0))⊗
R
hv(1)h−1

= h � δ(v) ∀h ∈ G, ∀v ∈ Y.

The last equality assumes that Y ⊗R RG is viewed as the tensor product ofRG-mod-
ules Y and (RG)ad.

The tensor product Y ⊗R Z of two Yetter-Drinfeld modules Y , Z is again a Yet-
ter-Drinfeld module, with coaction given by δ(y⊗R z) = (y(0) ⊗R z(0))⊗R y(1)z(1).
Note that the tensor product, over R, of two free R-modules is again a free R-mod-
ule. The category R,GYDG is thus a monoidal category.

We do not compute the lazy cohomology H2
� (R,GYDG) but observe that each

cocycle μ ∈ Z2(G,R×) gives rise to a categorical cocycle on R,GYDG.
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Lemma 6.2. A group cocycle μ ∈ Z2(G,R×) gives rise to a categorical cocycle

on R,GYDG defined as follows: μX,Y ∈ End(X ⊗R Y ) acts on Xg ⊗R Yh by μ(g, h) ∈
R×, where g, h ∈ G.

Proof. Clearly μX,Y is natural in both X and Y and is an automorphism of
X ⊗R Y (commutes with the G-action, preserves the G-grading). The categorical
cocycle condition for μX,Y is the same as the cocycle condition for μ(g, h). �

6.3. R,GYDG as a braided category. The category R,GYDG is braided: the
standard braiding is given by

ΨY,Z(y⊗
R
z) = (g � z)⊗

R
y for y ∈ Yg, z ∈ Z.

Yetter-Drinfeld modules which are free R-modules of finite rank are rigid objects in

R,GYDG. The dual object to Y is Y ∗ = Hom(Y,R) as an RG-module, with grading
(Y ∗)g = (Yg−1)∗.

Example 6.4 (Modules with trivial G-grading). Any RG-module V is a Yet-
ter-Drinfeld module with respect to the trivial grading, δ(v) = v⊗R 1 for v ∈ V .
This provides an embedding of the category of R-free RG-modules as a full sub-
category in R,GYDG.

Example 6.5 (The adjoint module (RG)ad). Let (RG)ad denote the free R-
module RG where the group G acts by conjugation. We refer to (RG)ad as the
adjoint module for G. Observe that (RG)ad is a Yetter-Drinfeld module for G with
respect to the grading given by (RG)g = Rg for g ∈ G. This grading yields the
coaction δ(g) = g⊗R g.

Example 6.6 (The Yetter-Drinfeld module V ⊗R RG). Take the tensor prod-
uct of the above two examples: to each G-module V there is associated a Yet-
ter-Drinfeld module V ⊗R RG with G-action h �(v⊗R g) = (h � v)⊗R hgh−1 and
coaction δ(v⊗R g) = v⊗R g⊗R g. Here v ∈ V and g, h ∈ G.

Various modifications of the construction of V ⊗R RG provide a supply of useful
Yetter-Drinfeld modules. For instance, if C ⊂ G is a conjugacy class, V ⊗R RC is
clearly a Yetter-Drinfeld submodule of V ⊗R RG in R,GYDG. When R = k is a
field, this is an important example of a rack with a cocycle as in [1].

6.7. Nichols algebras of Yetter-Drinfeld modules. As we mentioned ear-
lier, if R = k is a field, the category R,GYDG is one of the most typical examples of
braided categories used to construct Nichols algebras B(Y,Ψ). If Y is a Yetter-Drin-
feld module, we will often write B(Y ) to denote B(Y,Ψ) when Ψ is the standard

braiding given in 6.3. We work with k = C and denote the category C,GYDG simply

by GYDG. Recall from Section 5 that the Nichols algebra of Y ∈ Ob GYDG is

B(Y ) = T (Y )/⊕n ker[n]!Ψ, Ψ = ΨY,Y .

For general R, however, it is not clear why the algebra B(Y ) exists in the category

R,GYDG, because this category may not be abelian. It exists if the quotient ob-
ject exists in the category; the algebra structure is then automatic. We leave the
following question open:

Question 6.8. Let Y be a Yetter-Drinfeld module, over a commutative ring
R, for a group G. Assume that Y is free as R-module. Does the algebra B(Y ) exist
in the category of free R-modules?
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We obtain some positive evidence related to Question 6.8, showing that if R
is a C-algebra, then cocycle extensions of B(Y ) where Y ∈ Ob GYDG are Nichols

algebras of certain extensions of Y in the category R,GYDG. Note that a cocycle
extension of a C-algebra is automatically free as R-module.

The rest of this section is devoted to extending a Nichols algebra of Y ∈
Ob GYDG by a cocycle μ ∈ Z2(G,R×), where R is a commutative C-algebra.

The result turns out to be an algebra B(Ỹμ) of a certain object Ỹμ of R,GYDG.
According to the scheme outlined in 3.7, 5.11 and 5.12, the extension is carried out
in three steps.

6.9. Step 1: extension by the trivial cocycle (extension of scalars).

Let Y ∈ Ob GYDG. As any C-algebra, B(Y ) has trivial extension R⊗C B(Y ) which
is an algebra over R. The next Lemma shows that this R-algebra is B(R⊗C Y ).
That is, the extension of scalars functor commutes with the functor B.

Lemma 6.10 (extension of scalars for Yetter-Drinfeld modules). Let R be a

C-algebra and Y ∈ Ob GYDG. Let the R-module Ỹ = R⊗C Y be the extension of
scalars of Y , with the action and grading extended from Y by

g �(r⊗
R
y) = r⊗

R
(g � y), r ∈ R; Ỹ =

⊕
g∈G

R⊗
C

Yg.

Then Ỹ ∈ Ob R,GYDG. Moreover, R⊗C B(Y ) = B(Ỹ ).

Proof. By construction, Ỹ = R⊗C Y is a free R-module. It is easy to see
that the Yetter-Drinfeld condition for the action and grading on R⊗C Y follows
from the Yetter-Drinfeld condition on Y .

Denote by TR : R,GYDG → R,GYDG - Alg the free algebra functor in the cat-

egory R,GYDG. It is clear, e.g., by considering the basis of the free R-module

(Ỹ )⊗
n
R , that TR(Ỹ ) = R⊗C T (Y ). Let Ψ = ΨY,Y ∈ EndC(Y ⊗Y ), Ψ̃ = Ψ

˜Y ,˜Y ∈
EndR(Ỹ ⊗R Ỹ ) be the braidings on Y and on Ỹ . The definition of a braiding on

a Yetter-Drinfeld module implies that Ψ̃ ∈ EndR(Ỹ ⊗R Ỹ ) = EndR(R⊗C Y ⊗C Y )
is the same as idR ⊗C Ψ. It follows that the braided factorials [n]!

˜Ψ are also ex-
pressed as idR ⊗C[n]!Ψ. Because R⊗C(−) is an exact functor from C-vector spaces
to R-modules, ker[n]!

˜Ψ = R⊗C ker[n]!Ψ and

B(Ỹ ) = (R⊗
C

T (Y ))/(R⊗
C

ker[n]!Ψ) = R⊗
C

(T (Y )/ ker[n]!Ψ) = R⊗
C

B(Y ). �

6.11. Step 2: twisting B(Ỹ ) by μ ∈ Z2(G,R×). Let now Z ∈ Ob R,GYDG

and μ ∈ Z2(G,R×). We know how to twist B(Z) by a categorical cocycle, and
Lemma 6.2 explains how to interpret μ as a categorical cocycle. Applying Theo-
rem 5.11 and the formula for Ψμ from Lemma 5.10, we obtain

Corollary 6.12. The twist of B(Z) by μ is the algebra B(Z,Ψμ) in R,GYDG.

The braiding Ψμ on the category R,GYDG is given by the formula

(Ψμ)X,Y (x⊗
R
y) = μ(ghg−1, g)μ(g, h)−1(g � y)⊗

R
x, x ∈ Xg, y ∈ Yh, g, h ∈ G.
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6.13. Step 3: realisation of Ψμ via an automorphism of the Yetter-
Drinfeld category. Finally, we observe that Ψμ, given in Corollary 6.12, can

be realised as ΨF where F : R,GYDG → R,GYDG is a strictly invertible functor.
Indeed, the formula for (Ψμ)X,Y shows that this is a standard braiding between
F (X) and F (Y ) where the functor F = Fμ is defined in

Lemma 6.14. Let μ ∈ Z2(G,R×). There exists a functor Fμ : R,GYDG →
R,GYDG such that

— Fμ(X) is X as an R-module and G-comodule;
— if � : G ×X → X is the G-action, then the G-action on F (X) is given by

g �χ x = χ(g, k)(g � x), g, k ∈ G, x ∈ Xk;
— Fμ is identity on morphisms. Here

χ(g, k) = μ(gkg−1, g)μ(g, k)−1 ∈ R× for g, k ∈ G.

The functor Fμ is strictly invertible with inverse Fμ−1 .

Remark 6.15. The functor Fμ arises from the Majid-Oeckl construction [44,
Theorem 2.7], in a special case when a Hopf algebra H is the group algebra. Strictly
speaking, in [44] the construction is over a field, while our setup allows us to carry

it over in R,GYDG. The formula for χ in terms of μ is an adaptation of the Hopf
algebra formula from [44] to the case of a group algebra of G. Note that we have
already seen the function χ in 2.8 in the case G = Sn.

Moreover, in the linear case (R = k is a field), the extension construction for

Nichols algebras becomes a twist functor ( · )μ : GYDG - Alg → GYDG - Alg. The
construction can be carried out for a Nichols algebra associated to a rack with
cocycle. In that setting, μ is a cocycle that arises from the cohomology of a rack
— this is similar to the cohomology of a finite group G which in degree 2 yields the
Schur multiplier M(G). See for example [1]. The formula for χ in the form given
in Lemma 6.14 is the same as [1, equation (20)] and apparently goes back to [25].

Proof of Lemma 6.14. It is enough to show that Fμ is well defined, all ax-
ioms of a functor being fulfilled automatically. We need to check that the formula
for �χ defines an action of G. The condition to be checked is χ(g, hkh−1)χ(h, k) =

χ(gh, k). This is the same as χ(gh,k)
χ(g,h ad k) = χ(h, k) for all g, h, k ∈ G. (We write z

t

to denote zt−1 where z, t ∈ R×.) Rewrite the left-hand side in terms of μ and use
the cocycle equation for μ:

μ(gh, k)

μ((gh) �ad k, gh)
· μ((gh) �ad k, g)

μ(g, h �ad k)
=

μ(gh, k)μ(g, h)

μ(ghkh−1, h)μ(g, hkh−1)

=
μ(g, hk)μ(h, k)

μ(g, hkh−1h)μ(hkh−1, h)

which is χ(h, k) as required. It remains to observe that morphisms X → Y com-
patible with the G-action � and the G-grading are also compatible with �χ. �

Remark 6.16. We repeat an observation made in 2.8: the condition on χ,
checked in the proof of the Lemma, can be interpreted to read that χ is a 1-cocycle
onG with coefficients in Fun(G,R×) viewed as a right module for G with non-trivial
action.

The above implies the following
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Corollary 6.17. Let Y ∈ Ob GYDG, R be a commutative C-algebra and

μ ∈ Z2(G,R×). Let χ = χμ be as in Lemma 6.14. Define Ỹμ ∈ Ob R,GYDG to be
R⊗C Y as R-module with G-action �χ and G-grading naturally extended from Y .
Then

B̃(Y )μ = B(Ỹμ)

as objects in the category R,GYDG - Alg. �

6.18. Fomin-Kirillov algebras, Majid algebras, and cocycles. We finish
this section by considering an explicit example of a cocycle extension of a Nichols
algebra. Let Sn be the symmetric group of degree n. Denote by Xn the conjugacy
class of all transpositions in Sn.

Suppose that q : Sn ×Xn → C× is a function satisfying

q(ρσ, τ ) = q(ρ, στσ−1)q(σ, τ ), ∀ρ, σ ∈ Sn, ∀τ ∈ Xn.

This means that σ �→ q(σ,−) is a normalised 1-cocycle in Z1(Sn,Fun(Xn,C
×)).

Clearly, q is determined by its values q(σ, τ ) where σ, τ ∈ Xn, and these values
must satisfy the rack cocycle condition [1]. Then one can define a Yetter-Drinfeld
module structure on the vector space

CXn = span{e(i j) | (i j) ∈ Xn}
as follows. The basis vector eτ ∈ CXn has Sn-degree τ ; this gives the Sn-grading
on CXn. The action of Sn on CXn is via

σ �q eτ = q(σ, τ )eστσ−1 .

It is easy to see that the Yetter-Drinfeld condition holds; denote the resulting
Yetter-Drinfeld module for CSn by (Xn, q). One can consider the Nichols algebra

B(Xn, q) which is an algebra in Sn
YDSn .

Two particular examples of B(Xn, q) arose in the literature. First, consider the
function defined for σ ∈ Xn and i < j by

q1(σ, (i j)) =

{
1, if σ(i) < σ(j),

−1, if σ(i) > σ(j).

The Fomin-Kirillov algebra En, introduced in [26] as a noncommutative model for
the Schubert calculus, can be defined by taking the generators and the quadratic
relations of B(Xn, q1). Conjecturally, B(Xn, q1) is a quadratic algebra and hence
coincides with En. The same Nichols algebra B(Xn, q1) was defined by Milinski
and Schneider in [45]. It was shown by Fomin and Kirillov [26, section 5] that the
elements

θj = −
∑

1≤i<j

e(i j) +
∑

j<i≤n

e(j i), j = 1, 2, . . . , n,

commute pairwise and generate a subalgebra of En isomorphic to the cohomology
ring of the complex flag manifold Fln. In [5], the same was proved for the Nichols
algebra B(Xn, q1). See [58] for a recent brief survey on the Fomin-Kirillov algebras.

The second example we would like to mention is

q−1(σ, (i j)) = −1, ∀σ, τ ∈ Xn,

which, too, yields an element of Z1(Sn,Fun(Xn,C
×)) and leads to a Nichols algebra

B(Xn, q−1). This Nichols algebra and its quadratic cover Λn were considered by
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Majid in [43]. Conjecturally, Λn = B(Xn, q−1). Majid showed that the elements

αj = −
∑

1≤i<j

e(i j) −
∑

j<i≤n

e(j i) = −
∑
i 	=j

e(i j), j = 1, 2, . . . , n,

pairwise anticommute in Λn and generate a subalgebra of Λn termed “the subalge-
bra of flat connections”.

In fact, q1 and q−1 are the only elements of Z1(Sn,Fun(Xn,C
×)) for which the

corresponding Nichols algebra generated by Xn has a chance to be finite-dimen-
sional, see [59]. It is known that B(Xn, q1) and B(Xn, q−1) are finite-dimensional
for n ≤ 5.

It was shown by Vendramin in [59] that the Nichols algebras B(Xn, q1) and

B(Xn, q−1) in Sn
YDSn are cocycle twists of each other. We can describe the relevant

cocycle μ ∈ Z2(Sn,C
×) as

μ = [1, z]|z=−1 = [1,−1],

where [1, z] ∈ Z2(Sn, C2) is as defined in 2.5.

6.19. The Nichols CC2-algebra over Sn. To finish this Section, we point
out that both Nichols algebras B(Xn, q±1) are specialisations of an algebra over
R := CC2 = C[z]/<z2−1>, obtained by the cocycle extension construction. There
is a cocycle qz ∈ Z1(Sn,Fun(Xn, R

×)) such that for σ ∈ Xn and i < j,

qz(σ, (i j)) =

{
z if σ(i) < σ(j),

−1, if σ(i) > σ(j).

Consider RXn as an RSn-module with the action

σ � e(i j) = qz(σ, (i j))e(σ(i)σ(j)).

This, together with the standard Sn-grading, makes RXn an object of R,Sn
YDSn

with the braiding given by

Ψz(eτ ⊗
R
eυ) = qz(τ, υ)eτυτ−1 ⊗

R
eτ , τ, υ ∈ Xn,

and leads to the algebra

B(RXn, qz) = T (RXn)/ kerWor(Ψz) ∈ Ob(R,Sn
YDSn - Alg).

The theory of cocycle extensions developed so far leads to the following

Theorem 6.20. Let R = CC2 as above.
1. The algebra B(RXn, qz) is the cocycle extension of B(Xn, q1) by the cocycle

μ(1,z) ∈ Z2(Sn, C2), and is also the cocycle extension of B(Xn, q−1) by the cocycle

μ(1,z)(μ(1,z)|z=−1) ∈ Z2(Sn, R
×).

2. B(RXn, qz) is a C2-flat deformation of both B(Xn, q1) and B(Xn, q−1), in
particulaaaaaaaaaar, a free R-module. One has

B(RXn, qz)|z=1 = B(Xn, q1), B(RXn, qz)|z=−1 = B(Xn, q−1),

hence

B(RXn, qz) ∼=
1 + z

2
B(Xn, q1)⊕

1− z

2
B(Xn, q−1),

as direct sum of two-sided ideals. �
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Note that the algebra B(RXn, qz) is generated, as a C-algebra, by z, e(i j),
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. The quadratic relations in B(RXn, qz) extend the relations in both
En and Λn: they are

z is central, z2 = 1,

e2(i j) = 0, e(i j)e(s t) = ze(s t)e(i j) if {i, j} ∩ {s, t} = ∅,

e(i j)e(j k) − ze(j k)e(i k) − ze(i k)e(i j) = 0, if i < j < k.

7. Braided doubles

We will now review the braided doubles, introduced in [6] and [7]. Although
much of the setup carries over to a general abelian monoidal category, we work
with braided doubles over C. This section contains general facts and constructions
which will be needed later. In this Section, unadorned tensor products ⊗ always
mean ⊗C.

7.1. Deformations of semidirect products. Let � be a left action of a
group G on an algebra A. The semidirect product of A and G, denoted A�G, is
an algebra with underlying vector space A⊗CG. The embeddings of A and CG
in A � G via the maps a �→ a⊗ 1 and g �→ 1⊗ g are algebra morphisms, and the
relation

ga = (g � a)g

holds in A�G for all g ∈ G, a ∈ A. These conditions determine the multiplication
in A�G uniquely.

In particular, if V is a G-module, the group G acts on the free tensor algebra
T (V ) =

⊕∞
n=0 V

⊗n by algebra automorphisms. Let

R0 ⊂ T>0(V ) =
⊕
n>0

V ⊗n

be a graded G-submodule of T (V ). The two-sided ideal I0 of T (V ) generated by
R0 is G-invariant, and there is an algebra

A0 = (T (V )/I0)�G = CG ⊕ (V/V ∩R0)�G ⊕ . . . ,

with a grading where the degree of G is 0 and the degree of V is 1. We say that a
subspace

R ⊂ R0 ⊕ CG ⊂ T (V )�G

is a deformation of R0 if the projection R0 ⊕ CG � R0 restricts to a one-to-one
linear map R

∼−→ R0. In this situation, let I be the ideal of T (V )�G generated by
R. The algebra

A = (T (V )�G)/I

is viewed as a deformation of A0. Observe that putting G in degree zero and V
in degree one defines an ascending filtration on A. In general, there is a surjective
map

A0 � grA,

where grA denotes the associated graded algebra of A with respect to this filtration.
The algebra A is said to be a flat deformation of A0, if this map is an isomorphism.

One is interested in the following problem: find deformations R ⊂ R0 ⊕CG of
a given R0 ⊂ T>0(V ) such that A is a flat deformation of A0.
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Example 7.2 (Degenerate affine Hecke algebras and symplectic reflection alge-

bras). In the case where R0 =
∧2

V , i.e., the span of {x⊗ y−y⊗x | x, y ∈ V }, the
above deformation problem was studied by Drinfeld in [20]. Here A0 = S(V )�G

where S(V ) = T (V )/<
∧2 V > is the algebra of symmetric tensors on V (a free

commutative algebra generated by V ). Flat deformations A of A0 are referred to
in [20] as degenerate affine Hecke algebras. If V is a symplectic vector space and
the action of a finite group G preserves the symplectic form on V , such algebras A
are symplectic reflection algebras introduced by Etingof and Ginzburg in [24].

7.3. Braided doubles over a group G. Braided doubles were introduced
by the authors in [6] for a general bialgebra H in place of the group algebra CG.
Braided doubles are a class of solutions to the deformation problem considered in
7.1, in a special case where the space V is “split”.

Namely, let V −, V + be finite-dimensional G-modules, V = V − ⊕ V +. We
view T (V ±) as graded subalgebras of T (V ). Let a graded space R0 of relations in
T>0(V ) be of the form

R0 = R− +R+ + span{f ⊗ v − v⊗ f | f ∈ V +, v ∈ V −},
where R− ⊂ T>0(V −) and R+ ⊂ T>0(V +) are graded subspaces in T>0(V ). Let

A0(R
−, R+) = (T (V )/<R0>)�G.

Then it is not difficult to observe the following isomorphism of vector spaces:

A0(R
−, R+) ∼= T (V −)/<R−>⊗CG⊗T (V +)/<R+>.

That is, the algebra A0(R
−, R+) has three subalgebras U± ∼= T (V ±)/<R±>,

U0 ∼= CG generated by V ± and G, respectively, and the multiplication map of
A0(R

−, R+) yields a vector space isomorphism U− ⊗U0 ⊗U+ ∼−→ A0(R
−, R+).

The “straightening” relations between U0 and U± that allow us to write any el-
ement of A0(R

−, R+) as a linear combination of products u−u0u+ with ui ∈ U i

are:
— the semidirect product relations gv = (g � v)g, fg = g(g−1 � f) for g ∈ G,

v ∈ V −, f ∈ V +;
— the commutation relation fv − vf = 0.
Braided doubles are obtained from A0(R

−, R+) by deforming the latter com-
mutation relation: zero on the right is replaced by a linear combination of elements
of the group G, with coefficients which depend linearly on f and v. Formally, the
deformation parameter is a linear map

β : V + ⊗V − → CG,

and the following algebra is a deformation of A0(R
−, R+):

Aβ(R
−, R+) =

T (V − ⊕ V +)�G

<R−, R+, {f ⊗ v − v⊗ f − β(f ⊗ v) | f ∈ V +, v ∈ V −}>.

Definition 7.4. The algebra Aβ(R
−, R+) is called a braided double over G, if

it is a flat deformation of A0(R
−, R+).

Note that Aβ(R
−, R+) coincides with A0(R

−, R+) when β = 0, justifying the
chosen notation. Furthermore, note that the linear map

T (V −)/<R−>⊗CG⊗T (V +)/<R+> � Aβ(R
−, R+),
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given by the multiplication in Aβ(R
−, R+), is surjective for any β. Flatness of the

deformation means that this map is one-to-one.
It follows that, whenever Aβ(R

−, R+) is a braided double, the three algebras
T (V −)/<R−>, CG and T (V +)/<R+> are embedded in Aβ(R

−, R+) as subalge-
bras — as are, in fact, (T (V −)/<R−>) � G and G � (T (V +)/<R+>). For this
reason, we say that a braided double Aβ(R

−, R+) has triangular decomposition over
CG.

Example 7.5. A standard example of a braided double is the quantum uni-
versal enveloping algebra Uq(g) where g is a semisimple complex Lie algebra. The
triangular decomposition of Uq(g) is U

−
q ⊗CK ⊗U+

q with K a free Abelian group

of rank l = rk g and U±
q quotients of free tensor algebras of rank l by the quantum

Serre relations, see [37].
Another example, of prime importance to the present paper, is the rational

Cherednik algebras Ht,c(G) of a finite complex reflection group G ⊂ GL(V ). Here
the triangular decomposition is of the form S(V )⊗CG⊗S(V ∗), see [24].

The classical universal enveloping algebra U(g) of a semisimple Lie algebra g

is also a braided double, but over a commutative and cocommutative Hopf algebra
U(h) rather than over a group (so not of the type we consider in the present paper).
Here h is a Cartan subalgebra of g. A choice of a Borel subalgebra of g containing h

leads to the direct sum decomposition g = n− ⊕ h⊕ n+, where n−, respectively n+,
is spanned by negative, respectively positive, root vectors. This gives rise to the
triangular decomposition U(g) ∼= U(n−)⊗U(h)⊗U(n+) where U(n+) is generated
by simple root vectors modulo the Serre relations, see [55].

7.6. Hierarchy of braided doubles. Suppose that the G-modules V − and
V + are fixed. The algebra Aβ(R

−, R+) depends on the triple (β,R−, R+) of pa-
rameters, where β ∈ HomC(V

+ ⊗V −,CG) and R± is a graded G-submodule of
T>0(V ±). One is interested in the class of such triples for which Aβ(R

−, R+) is
a braided double. Clearly, this algebra does not change if R− is replaced by the
G-invariant two-sided ideal I− of T (V −) generated by R−; same for R+.

Definition 7.7. Recall that the G-module (CG)ad (the adjoint module for G)
is the group algebra CG where G acts by conjugation, g �ad h = ghg−1. We say
that a linear map β : V + ⊗V − → CG is G-equivariant, if β is a G-module map
V + ⊗V − → (CG)ad.

Basic facts about braided doubles, listed in the next theorem, were proved in
[6]. We do not reproduce their proof here but explain, see Remark 7.9 below,
how to remove the assumption V + = (V −)∗ made in [6]. We denote by [a, b] the
commutator ab − ba in a given associative algebra A, and extend this notation to
subspaces U , V of A, writing [U, V ] = span{[u, v] | u ∈ U, v ∈ V }.

Theorem 7.8. Let G be a group and V −, V + be finite-dimensional G-modules.
Let β denote a linear map V + ⊗V − → CG, and I± denote proper graded ideals of
T (V ±).

1. Aβ(0, 0) is a braided double, if and only if β is G-equivariant.
2. Let β be G-equivariant. Then Aβ(I

−, I+) is a braided double iff I± are
G-invariant and

[V +, I−] ⊂ I− ⊗CG, [I+, V −] ⊂ CG⊗ I+ in the algebra Aβ(0, 0).
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3. The sum I−β of all ideals I− ⊂ T>0(V −) that satisfy 2. also satisfies 2.,

same for I+β . For any braided double Aβ(I
−, I+) there are surjective algebra homo-

morphisms

Aβ(0, 0) � Aβ(I
−, I+) � Aβ(I

−
β , I+β ).

4. The group G acts on any braided double Aβ(I
−, I+). As a G-module,

Aβ(I
−, I+) is the same as the tensor product T (V −)/I− ⊗(CG)ad⊗T (V +)/I+

given by the triangular decomposition. �

Remark 7.9. Both [6] and [7] define braided doubles as in 7.3 above but with
additional restriction V + = (V −)∗. It might seem that braided doubles considered
in the present paper are more general than in [6,7], but in fact they are not. Indeed,
let V −, V + be two finite-dimensional G-modules, and let β : V + ⊗V − → CG
be a linear map. Define a new G-module U = V − ⊕ (V +)∗. The dual of U is
U∗ = V + ⊕ (V −)∗. One has

U∗ ⊗U = (V + ⊗V −)⊕ (V + ⊗V +∗
)⊕ (V −∗ ⊗V −)⊕ (V −∗ ⊗V +∗

),

a direct sum of G-modules. Define

βU : U∗ ⊗U → CG, βU |V + ⊗V − = β,

βU |V + ⊗V +∗ = βU |V −∗ ⊗V − = βU |V −∗ ⊗V +∗ = 0.

Then βU is a G-equivariant map if and only if β is.
Now suppose that β and βU are G-equivariant. In the algebra AβU

(0, 0)

which has triangular decomposition T (U)⊗CG⊗T (U∗), the subspace V +∗
of U

commutes with U∗, due to the way βU is defined. Similarly, V −∗ ⊂ U∗ com-
mutes with U . By [7, Proposition 1.6], AβU

(V +∗
, V −∗

) is a braided double. But

AβU
(V +∗

, V −∗
) ∼= T (U)/<V +∗

>⊗CG⊗T (U∗)/<V −∗
> is exactly the algebra

Aβ(0, 0) ∼= T (V −)⊗CG⊗T (V +). Moreover, braided doubles Aβ(I
−, I+) as de-

fined in 7.3 coincide with braided doubles of the form AβU
(I− + <V −∗

>, I+ +

<V +∗
>), introduced in [6] and [7].

7.10. Morphisms of braided doubles. If A and B are braided doubles over
the same group G, it makes sense to consider algebra maps between them which
preserve the braided double structure. A morphism between A and B will mean a
G-module algebra map

A ∼= T (V −)/I− ⊗CG⊗T (V +)/I+
f−→ B ∼= T (W−)/J− ⊗CG⊗T (W+)/J+,

such that

f(V −) ⊆ W−, f(V +) ⊆ W+, f |CG = idCG .

Note that the restrictions of f to V − and to V + determine the morphism f uniquely.
Also note that, pedantically, the above condition should be written as f(V −/(V −∩
I−)) ⊆ W−/(W− ∩ J−) etc, because V − may not be a subspace of A if the graded
ideal I− of T (V −) has a non-zero component in degree 1.

7.11. Minimal doubles. Let V −, V + be two finite-dimensional modules over
a group G, and let β : V + ⊗V − → (CG)ad be a G-module map. By part 3 of
Theorem 7.8, there are largest possible ideals I±β of T>0(V ±) such that Aβ(I

−
β , I+β )

is a braided double.
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Definition 7.12. The algebra

Aβ := Aβ(I
−
β , I+β ) ∼= T (V −)/I−β ⊗CG⊗T (V +)/I+β

is called the minimal braided double associated to β.

Note that Aβ is a quotient of every braided double with given V ± and β. In

general, the ideals I±β of relations in Aβ can only be described implicitly as kernels

of certain linear maps [6, Theorem 4.11]. For example, in degree 1 the relations are
the left and right kernels of the bilinear map β:

I−β ∩ V − = {v ∈ V − : β(f ⊗ v) = 0 ∀f ∈ V +},
I+β ∩ V + = {f ∈ V + : β(f ⊗ v) = 0 ∀v ∈ V −}.

7.13. Braided doubles in the category of free R-modules. We finish
this Section by observing that the definition of a braided double and some of the
properties of braided doubles may carry over to monoidal categories more general
than the C-vector spaces Vect .

Let R be a commutative ring. Consider the abelian monoidal category

(R -Mod,⊗
R
, R)

of R-modules. This category admits free algebras TR(V ) of V ∈ Ob(R -Mod). If
V is a free R-module, then so is

TR(V ) = R⊕ V ⊕ (V ⊗
R
V )⊕ . . . .

Let G be a finite group and V −, V + be RG-modules which are free of finite rank
over R. Suppose that β : V + ⊗R V − → RGad is a G-equivariant map. Then the
free R-module

Aβ(0, 0) = TR(V
−)⊗

R
RG⊗

R
TR(V

+)

has an R-algebra structure of a free braided double over RG. The multiplication
on Aβ(0, 0) is defined in the same way as for R = C, because one can repeat the
construction from [6, Theorem 3.3], using the fact that TR(V

±) have bases over R.
To construct general braided doubles over R, assume that I± ⊂ TR(V

±) are
RG-invariant ideals such that TR(V

±)/I± are free R-modules. Then the following
generalisation of part 2 of Theorem 7.8 holds. If

[V +, I−] ⊂ I− ⊗
R
RG, [I+, V −] ⊂ RG⊗

R
I+ in the algebra Aβ(0, 0),

then the R-algebra Aβ(I
−, I+) := Aβ(0, 0)/<I−, I+> has triangular decomposi-

tion TR(V
−)/I− ⊗R RG ⊗R TR(V

+)/I+. This algebra Aβ(I
−, I+) is then called a

braided double in the category of free R-modules.
We will be especially interested in quadratic doubles. In the case R = C, they

were studied in [7]. From the above we deduce the following

Proposition 7.14. Let V −, V + be RG-modules which are free R-modules of
finite rank, and let β : V + ⊗R V − → RGad be a G-equivariant map. Let R− ⊂
V − ⊗R V −, R+ ⊂ V + ⊗R V + be submodules of quadratic relations such that

• TR(V
−)/<R−> and TR(V

+)/<R+> are free R-modules;
• V + commutes with R− and R+ commutes with V − in the free braided
double Aβ(0, 0).

Then Aβ(R
−, R+) is a braided double in the category of free R-modules. �
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Finally, as elsewhere in the present paper, our primary example of R is CΓ
where Γ is an abelian group. We have the following monoidal category:

(Γ -Vect ,⊗, I) := (free CΓ-modules, ⊗
CΓ
,CΓ).

Let G̃ be a group containing Γ as a central subgroup. Then CG̃ is an algebra
over CΓ, hence an algebra in Γ -Vect . There will be braided doubles in Γ -Vect

with triangular decomposition of the form A ∼= U− ⊗CΓ CG̃⊗CΓ U
+. Morphisms

between braided doubles in Γ -Vect are defined in the same way as in 7.10.
Because Γ -Vect is an additive category which is not abelian in general, a

quotient of an algebra in Γ -Vect by a two-sided ideal does not always exist in the
category. For this reason, we do not claim the existence of a minimal double in
Γ -Vect corresponding any given β.

Observe that any braided double in Γ -Vect , being free as a CΓ-module, can
be specialised to a braided double in Vect : the quotient of A modulo CΓ+A has

triangular decomposition over CG where G = G̃/Γ. In particular, A is always a
Γ-flat deformation of A/CΓ+A in the sense of 3.8. When Γ = Ck = 〈z | zk = 1〉,
one has

A|z=1
∼= U−|z=1 ⊗

C

CG⊗
C

U+|z=1, G = G̃|z=1.

8. Braided Heisenberg doubles and braided Weyl algebras

Among all braided doubles over a group G, there is a distinguished class of
braided Heisenberg doubles, which correspond to Yetter-Drinfeld modules for G.
We review their construction. A new result in this section is that a braided Heisen-
berg double is isomorphic to a semidirect product of G with a braided Weyl algebra.

8.1. Braided Heisenberg doubles. Let Y be a finite-dimensional Yetter-
Drinfeld module for G. Put Y − = Y and Y + = Y ∗. For f ∈ Y ∗, v ∈ Y define

β(f ⊗ v) = 〈f, v(0)〉v(1),

where 〈 , 〉 is the G-invariant pairing between Y ∗ and Y , and δ(v) = v(0) ⊗ v(11)

is the G-coaction. Then β is a G-equivariant map because of the Yetter-Drinfeld
condition, see 6.1. Therefore, there is the minimal double

HY := Aβ

called a braided Heisenberg double [6, Section 5]. The defining relations in HY are
given in terms of the braiding Ψ on Y . Identify Y ∗ ⊗Y ∗ with the dual space of
Y ⊗Y via the pairing

〈e⊗ f, v⊗w〉 = 〈f, v〉〈e, w〉
as in 5.2. By [6, Theorem 5.4], one has

I−β = IΨ, I+β = IτΨ∗τ ,

where IΨ denotes the kernel of the Woronowicz symmetrisers as in Section 5, and
τ is the transposition map on Y ∗ ⊗Y ∗. Observe that Ψ∗ denotes the adjoint of Ψ
with respect to the above pairing and is the braiding on the Yetter-Drinfeld module
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Y ∗. The G-module map τΨ∗τ : Y ∗ ⊗Y ∗ → Y ∗ ⊗Y ∗ satisfies the braid equation
because Ψ∗ does. One has the following isomorphism ∼= of vector spaces:

HY =
T (Y ⊕ Y ∗)�G)

<IΨ, IτΨ∗τ , {f ⊗ v − v⊗ f − 〈f, v(0)〉v(1) : f ∈ Y ∗, v ∈ Y }>
∼= B(Y,Ψ)⊗CG⊗B(Y ∗, τΨ∗τ ).

That is, the triangular decomposition of a braided Heisenberg double associated to
a Yetter-Drinfeld module Y is into the group algebra and two Nichols algebras.

8.2. Braided Heisenberg double as a semidirect product. Recall that
δ : Y → Y ⊗CG denotes the coaction on Y and Ψ denotes the braiding on Y
defined by the Yetter-Drinfeld module structure. We write τ for the trivial braiding,
τ (u⊗ v) = v⊗u for u, v ∈ Y . As before, it is easy to see that τΨτ is also a braiding
on Y . We start with the following lemma.

Lemma 8.3. There exists an algebra automorphism δ̃ of T (Y ) � G defined by

δ̃(v) = δ(v) and δ̃(g) = g for v ∈ Y , g ∈ G. One has δ̃(IΨ ⊗CG) = IτΨτ ⊗CG, so

that δ̃ induces an algebra isomorphism between B(Y,Ψ)�G and B(Y, τΨτ )�G.

Proof. The algebra T (Y )�G is the quotient of T (CG⊕Y ) modulo the ideal
generated by g⊗ v − (g � v)⊗ g and g⊗h − gh, where g, h ∈ G, v ∈ Y and gh

denotes the product of g and h in G. Consider the algebra endomorphism δ̃ of

T (CG⊕ Y ) defined on CG and on Y as specified in the lemma. Then δ̃ preserves

the relation g⊗h − gh. Assuming v ∈ Yx where x ∈ G, δ̃ maps g⊗ v − (g � v)⊗ g
into g⊗ v⊗x − (g � v)⊗ gxg−1 ⊗ g, which is zero modulo the defining relations of

T (Y )�G. Therefore, δ̃ is a well-defined algebra endomorphism of T (Y )�G. It is not

difficult to see that the inverse δ̃−1 of δ̃ is given by δ̃−1(g) = g and δ̃−1(v) = v⊗x−1

for v ∈ Yx. Hence δ̃ is an automorphism of T (Y )�G.

We will now compute the linear endomorphism δ̃(Ψ⊗ idCG)δ̃
−1 of the vector

space Y ⊗Y ⊗CG. Let u ∈ Yx and v ∈ Yy with x, y ∈ G. Let g ∈ G. Then

u⊗ v⊗ g
˜δ−1

−−→ u⊗(x−1 � v)⊗x−1y−1g

Ψ⊗ idCG−−−−−→ x �(x−1 � v)⊗u⊗x−1y−1g = v⊗u⊗x−1y−1g

˜δ−→ v⊗(y � u)⊗ g.

This shows that δ̃(Ψ⊗ idCG)δ̃
−1 = τΨτ ⊗ idCG. Now it easily follows that

δ̃([n]!Ψ⊗ idCG)δ̃
−1 = [n]!τΨτ ⊗ idCG

as endomorphisms of Y ⊗n ⊗CG. Taking the kernels on both sides and summing

over all n ≥ 2 yields δ̃(IΨ ⊗CG) = IτΨτ ⊗CG. �

Remark 8.4. The Nichols algebras B(Y,Ψ) and B(Y, τΨτ ) are, in general,
not isomorphic. Rather, the identity map on Y extends to an algebra isomorphism

B(Y,Ψ)
∼−→ B(Y, τΨτ )op. The isomorphism δ̃ between B(Y,Ψ)�G and B(Y, τΨτ )�

G, constructed in Lemma 8.3, does not restrict to a map between B(Y,Ψ) and
B(Y, τΨτ ).

Observe that the same result holds for Y ∗:
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Corollary 8.5. The map Y ∗ → CG⊗Y ∗ defined by f ∈ (Y ∗)g �→ g⊗ f

extends to an algebra isomorphism G� B(Y ∗)
∼−→ G� B(Y ∗, τΨ∗τ ). �

Definition 8.6. The braided Weyl algebra of a finite-dimensional Yetter-Drin-
feld module Y is

AY = B(Y )⊗B(Y ∗)

as a vector space, where B(Y ) and B(Y ∗) embed as subalgebras, and the relations

fv − (g � v)f = 〈f, v〉 · 1, f ∈ (Y ∗)g, v ∈ Y

hold, determining the multiplication in AY uniquely.

Remark 8.7. It follows from 5.7 that B(Y ) and B(Y ∗) are dually paired braided

Hopf algebras in the category GYDG: they are quotients of dually paired T (Y ) and
T (Y ∗) modulo the respective kernels of the pairing. They have Y and Y ∗ as the
respective spaces of primitive elements. It then follows from a general categorical
construction of a braided Weyl algebra in [39] that the multiplication in AY is
well-defined. In the case of a trivial G-grading on Y , AY is the ordinary Weyl
algebra with underlying vector space S(Y )⊗S(Y ∗) and defining relation fv−vf =
〈f, v〉 · 1 for f ∈ Y ∗, v ∈ Y .

The following theorem is a version of [7, Proposition 1.23 and Example 1.25]:
in [7], we dealt only with braided doubles with quadratic relations, whereas here
we do not have that restriction.

Theorem 8.8. Let Y be a finite-dimensional Yetter-Drinfeld module for a group
G. Then there is an isomorphism

φ : AY �G
∼−→ HY

of algebras, defined on generators v ∈ Y , f ∈ Y ∗ and g ∈ G of AY �G by φ(v) = v,
φ(f) = x⊗ f if f ∈ (Y ∗)x where x ∈ G, and φ(g) = g.

Proof. We already know from Corollary 8.5 that φ, defined as above on f ∈
Y ∗ and g ∈ G, extends to an algebra isomorphism between G � B(Y ∗) and G �

B(Y ∗, τΨ∗τ ) ⊂ HY . Trivially, φ|Y extends to an embedding of B(Y,Ψ) in HY .
To check that φ is well defined, it remains to show that φ maps the commutation
relations between Y ∗, G and Y in AY into relations of HY . But this was done in
[7, Proposition 1.23 and Example 1.25]. �

8.9. The braided Heisenberg double is a G-graded algebra. Our use of
Theorem 8.8 is that it allows us to view the braided Heisenberg double HY as an
algebra in the category GYDG. Here, Examples 0.4 and 0.5 from the Introduction
come together to produce a G-grading on HY :

Proposition 8.10. 1. The group G acts on HY by conjugation: g � x = gxg−1,
and makes HY a G-algebra.

2. There is a G-grading on HY
∼= B(Y,Ψ)⊗CG⊗B(Y ∗, τΨ∗τ ) such that the

G-degree of g ∈ G is g, the G-degree of v ∈ Yg is g and the G-degree of Y ∗ is 1.

3. The G-action and the G-grading make HY an algebra in the category GYDG.

Proof. 1. is a standard fact about braided doubles, cf. Theorem 7.8. Note
that, by the semidirect product relations, the adjoint action of G extends the G-ac-
tion on B(Y ) and on B(Y ∗, τΨ∗τ ).
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2. Recall the algebra isomorphism φ : AY � G → HY from Theorem 8.8. By
the general construction in [39], the braided Weyl algebra AY

∼= B(Y )⊗B(Y ∗) is

an algebra in the category GYDG, so is G-graded by extending the G-grading from
Y and Y ∗. This grading and the natural G-grading on CG extend to a G-grading
on AY �G. This, in turn, induces a G-grading on HY via the isomorphism φ. The
result is exactly as described in the Proposition. In particular, if f ∈ (Y ∗)x, then
φ(f) = xf has degree x in HY which means that f must have trivial G-degree in
HY .

3. The Yetter-Drinfeld condition on HY easily follows from the said condition
on B(Y ) and on (CG)ad. �

The G-grading on a braided Heisenberg double HY allows us to extend HY by
cocycles. We do this in the next theorem.

Theorem 8.11 (Cocycle extension of a braided Heisenberg double). Let G be
a finite group, Y be a finite-dimensional Yetter-Drinfeld module for CG, R be a
commutative C-algebra and μ ∈ Z2(G,R×). The extension of HY by the cocycle μ

is an algebra in the category R,GYDG with the following triangular decomposition:

(H̃Y )μ ∼= B(Ỹμ)⊗
R
RGμ ⊗

R
B(Ỹ ∗, τΨ∗τ ),

Here Ỹμ is as defined in Corollary 6.17 and Ỹ ∗ = R⊗C Y ∗ is the trivial extension

of Y ∗. The product � on (H̃Y )μ is completely described by the following. The

R-submodules A−1 = B(Ỹμ), A0 = RGμ, A1 = B(Ỹ ∗, τΨ∗τ ) are subalgebras over
R, as are A−1A0 and A0A1. The relations

g � v = (g �χ v) � g, g � f = (g � f) � g,

f � v − v � f = 〈f, v(0)〉v(1) for g ∈ G, v ∈ Y, f ∈ Y ∗

hold where χ = χμ and � is the original action of G on Y and Y ∗.

Proof. The first part (tensor decomposition) follows from Proposition 8.10
and Corollary 6.17. Let us verify the cross-commutation relations between Y , G and

Y ∗ in (H̃Y )μ. Assume that v ∈ Yh where h ∈ G. By definition of � one has g � v =
μ(g, h)gv = μ(g, h)(g � v)g which can be written as μ(g, h)μ(ghg−1, g)−1(g � v)�g =
(g �χ v) � g. Furthermore, since μ is a normalised cocycle and f , g � f ∈ Y ∗ have
G-degree 1, one has g � f = gf = (g � f)g = (g � f) � g, and f � v − v � f = fv − vf
is as given in 8.1. �

8.12. The case R = CΓ. Consider a special case of the cocycle extension of
HY where Γ an abelian group, R = CΓ and μ ∈ Z2(G,Γ). Note that

RGμ
∼= CG̃μ,

where CG̃μ is the group algebra of the central extension G̃μ of G by Γ. Explicitly,

recall that G̃μ, as a set, is the cartesian product Γ × G = {(z, g) | z ∈ Γ, g ∈ G},
whereby the above isomorphism is

zg �→ (z, g), z ∈ Γ, g ∈ G.

Recall the monoidal category Γ -Vect introduced in 7.13. Theorem 8.11 implies the
following
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Corollary 8.13. The cocycle extension (H̃Y )μ of HY is a braided double in
the category Γ -Vect. �

As a vector space over C, the algebra (H̃Y )μ has the tensor decomposition

B(Y )⊗CΓ⊗CG⊗B(Y ∗, τΨ∗τ ).

However, the subspace B(Y ) is not a subalgebra of (H̃Y )μ, because the relations

between elements of Y in (H̃Y )μ involve elements of the group Γ. Thus, the exten-

sion (H̃Y )μ with μ ∈ Z2(G,Γ) has triangular decomposition over CΓ but not over
C.

As one might expect, if the cocycle μ is scalar-valued, the twist of HY by μ
will have triangular decomposition over C. Denote by (Y, �χ) the Yetter-Drinfeld
module which is the same G-graded space as Y but where G acts by �χ. The above
arguments can be easily seen to imply

Corollary 8.14. If μ ∈ Z2(G,C×), the twist (HY )μ has triangular decompo-
sition

B(Y, �χ)⊗CGμ ⊗B(Y ∗, τΨ∗τ ),

with cross-commutation relations g�v = (g �χ v)�g, g�f = (g � f)�g, f �v−v�f =

〈f, v(0)〉v(1) for g ∈ G, v ∈ Y , f ∈ Y ∗, where χ = χμ. �

Note that the cocycle twist (HY )μ is an algebra with triangular decomposition
but not a braided double: the twisted group algebra CGμ is not, in general, a Hopf
algebra.

9. Extensions and twists of other braided doubles

We now turn to braided doubles over G which are not Heisenberg. They will
not in general be G-graded. However, a construction which we describe in this
section realises some braided doubles as subdoubles of braided Heisenberg doubles.
We then define extensions of braided doubles, for simplicity restricting ourselves to
cocycles μ ∈ Z2(G,Γ) where Γ is an abelian group.

9.1. Subdoubles of braided Heisenberg doubles. Let Y be a finite-di-
mensional Yetter-Drinfeld module for G, and let V − ⊂ Y , V + ⊂ Y ∗ be G-submod-
ules, not necessarily G-graded. Denote by AV −,V + the subalgebra of HY generated
by V −, G and V +. Then AV −,V + has the structure of a braided double on V − and
V +, with triangular decomposition

AV −,V +
∼= U− ⊗CG⊗U+ ⊂ HY

∼= B(Y,Ψ)⊗CG⊗B(Y ∗, τΨ∗τ ).

Here Ψ is the braiding on the Yetter-Drinfeld module Y and B(Y,Ψ) is the Nichols
algebra of Y . The subalgebra U− = T (V −)/T (V −)∩ IΨ of B(Y,Ψ) is generated in
degree one by V −; similarly for U+. Note that both U− and U+ are graded but
not necessarily G-graded algebras. The commutator between f ∈ V + and v ∈ V −

in AV −,V + is defined as their commutator in HY :

βV +,V −(f ⊗ v) = fv − vf ∈ CG ⊂ HY ,

so that

AV −,V + = AβV +,V − (T (V −) ∩ IΨ, T (V
+) ∩ IτΨ∗τ ).
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9.2. A counterexample to minimality of AV −,V + . In general, the braided
double AV −,V + = AβV +,V − (T (V

−) ∩ IΨ, T (V
+) ∩ IτΨ∗τ ) is not minimal, although

it is embedded in a minimal double HY . An extreme example is where V − and V +

are Yetter-Drinfeld submodules of Y , Y ∗ orthogonal with respect to the evaluation
pairing between Y ∗ and Y . Then V − and V + commute in HY , so that βV +,V − = 0.

The minimal double associated to βV +,V − is A0 with triangular decomposition
C⊗CG⊗C ∼= CG. This is not the same as AV −,V + .

9.3. The embedding theorem. The following theorem shows that for any
β, there exists a braided double Aβ(I

−, I+) with some relations — not necessarily
a minimal double — which embeds in a braided Heisenberg double. We will not
give a proof of this theorem because it follows from [6, Theorem 6.9], subject to
minor modifications explained above in Remark 7.9.

Recall that a morphism f between two braided doubles over G is determined
by the restriction of f to degree one generators, see 7.10.

Theorem 9.4. Let G be a finite group, V ± be G-modules, dimV ± < ∞.
Let β : V + ⊗V − → CG be a G-equivariant map. Let Aβ(0, 0) denote the free
braided double with triangular decomposition T (V −)⊗CG⊗T (V +). There exists
a finite-dimensional Yetter-Drinfeld module Y and a morphism

f : Aβ(0, 0) → HY

of braided doubles. If I± = ker f |T (V ±) ⊂ T (V ±), the morphism f induces an
embedding

Aβ(I
−, I+) ↪→ HY

of braided doubles over G. �
9.5. Extensions and twists of braided doubles. Let V −, V + be finite-di-

mensional G-modules, β : V + ⊗V − → CG be a G-equivariant map, and A =
Aβ(I

−, I+) be a braided double where I± is a graded two-sided G-invariant ideal of
T (V ±). In general, A is not a G-graded algebra. However, motivated by the Em-
bedding Theorem 9.4, we assume that there is a finite-dimensional Yetter-Drinfeld
module Y for G and a morphism

f : A → HY

of braided doubles over G.
Let Γ be an abelian group and μ ∈ Z2(G,Γ). We would like to extend the

braided double A by the cocycle μ. To simplify notation, assume Γ = Ck = 〈z |
zk = 1〉 and denote the specialisation map by ·|z=1.

Definition 9.6. In the above setup, an extension of A by μ covering the
morphism f is a commutative diagram

Ã
˜f−−−−→ (H̃Y )μ⏐⏐�·|z=1

⏐⏐�·|z=1

A
f−−−−→ HY

where Ã is a braided double in Γ -Vect and f̃ is a morphism of braided doubles in

Γ -Vect . We will also say that Ã is the extension of A if the rest of the diagram is
implied.
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We make some remarks about this definition. Observe that, while cocycle
extensions of braided Heisenberg doubles are canonical, extensions of other braided
doubles are not, and in general they depend on f . An extension of A by a given
cocycle μ covering a given morphism f is not guaranteed to exist; we do not know
if it is unique. Note that, while f(A) is a subdouble of HY and is itself a braided

double, f̃(Ã) may not be a braided double in Γ -Vect because it may fail to be a
free Γ-module. So an extension of A does not necessarily give an extension of f(A).
An example of this situation is given in the next section.

Motivated by Corollary 3.9, we now define a cocycle twist of a braided double
as follows.

Definition 9.7 (Cocycle twist of a braided double). In the above setting, a
cocycle twist of a braided double A is a specialisation at z = q of some extension
of A by a cocycle μ ∈ Z2(G,Ck). Here q ∈ C× is a kth root of 1.

10. Covering Cherednik algebras and spin Cherednik algebras

In this last section of the paper, we apply the cocycle extension and cocycle
twist techniques to rational Cherednik algebras H0,c(Sn) to produce new algebras
with triangular decomposition.

10.1. The rational Cherednik algebra. Let n be fixed and let t, c ∈ C.
The rational Cherednik algebra of the group Sn, denoted Ht,c, was introduced by
Etingof and Ginzburg in [24, §4] as a degenerate version of the double affine Hecke
algebra of Cherednik. The algebra Ht,c has generators x1, . . . , xn, the group Sn,
and y1, . . . , yn and relations

xixj = xjxi, yiyj = yjyi, σxi = xσ(i)σ, σyi = yσ(i)σ,

yixj − xjyi = c · (i j), i �= j; yixi − xiyi = t · 1− c
∑
k 	=i

(k i).

Here 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and σ ∈ Sn. By the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt type theorem for
rational Cherednik algebras proved in [24], the algebra Ht,c is the braided double
Aβ(∧2V −,∧2V +), where V − is the C-linear span of x1, . . . , xn and V + is the span of
y1, . . . , yn. The map β : V +⊗V − → CSn can be read off the commutator relations
between the yi and xj above.

For the rest of the paper we assume t = 0. In this case the rational Cherednik
algebra has an interesting cocycle extension which is an algebra over CC2.

10.2. The reduced Cherednik algebra and its embedding in a braided
Heisenberg double. The braided double H0,c is not minimal and admits a finite-
dimensional quotient, the minimal double. It was shown in [6, Proposition 7.13]
that if c �= 0, this minimal double is the reduced Cherednik algebra introduced by
Gordon [29]:

H0,c
∼= Pn⊗CSn ⊗P∨

n ,

where Pn = C[x1, . . . , xn]/<f1, . . . , fn> is the coinvariant algebra of Sn, the fi
being the elementary symmetric functions, deg fi = i. (Here P∨

n denotes a copy of
Pn generated by y1, . . . , yn.) One has dimPn = dimP∨

n = n! and dimH0,c = (n!)3.
We note the morphism

f : H0,c � H0,c

of braided doubles.
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Let Xn denote the set of transposition in Sn, and let

Yn := (Xn, q1)

be the Yetter-Drinfeld module for CSn described in 6.18. The underlying vector
space of Yn is CXn = C - span{eτ : τ ∈ Xn}. To distinguish Yn from its dual space,
we assume that Y ∗

n is spanned by {e∗τ : τ ∈ Xn}, a basis dual to {eτ}. Note that,
by definition of the braided Heisenberg double in 8.1,

e∗τeυ − eυe
∗
τ = δτυτ ∈ HYn

, τ, υ ∈ Xn.

We recall the embedding of H0,c in the braided Heisenberg double HYn
, constructed

in [6] for the more general situation of a complex reflection group. Here we quote
the result from [6] in the case of Sn, noting the appearance of the Fomin-Kirillov
“Dunkl elements” θj ∈ Yn as in 6.18. We denote by θ∗j a copy of θj in the space
Y ∗
n :

Proposition 10.3 (see [6]). Let c �= 0. There is an embedding of H0,c as a
subdouble in the braided Heisenberg double HYn

given by

xj �→ θj = −
∑

1≤i<j

e(i j) +
∑

j<i≤n

e(j i) ∈ Yn,

yj �→ −cθ∗j = −c
(
−

∑
1≤i<j

e∗(i j) +
∑

j<i≤n

e∗(j i)
)
∈ Y ∗

n ,

and σ �→ σ for σ ∈ Sn. Therefore, the morphism f : H0,c � H0,c can be viewed as
the morphism

f : H0,c → HYn
, f(xj) = θj , f(yj) = −cθ∗j

of braided doubles. �

10.4. The covering Cherednik algebra H̃0,c. We will now construct an
extension of H0,c by a cocycle μ ∈ Z2(Sn, C2). We are going to use the cocycle we
studied above in 2.8, namely

μ = [1, z].

This is a non-trivial cocycle if n ≥ 4, which we will assume from now on. Our
extension will be covering the above braided double morphism f , which means that
we are looking for a commutative diagram

H̃0,c

˜f−−−−→ (H̃Yn
)[1,z]⏐⏐�·|z=1

⏐⏐�·|z=1

H0,c
f−−−−→ HYn

Denote CC2 by R and recall the triangular decomposition

(H̃Yn
)μ ∼= B(RXn, qz)⊗

R
CTn ⊗

R
B(Ỹ ∗

n ),

in C2-Vect , where Tn = (S̃n)[1,z] is the Schur covering group of Sn, see Theorem 2.6.

The module (Ỹn)[1,z] = (RXn, qz) ∈ Ob(R,Sn
YDSn) was defined in 6.19, and Ỹ ∗

n =
R⊗C Y ∗

n is a trivial extension of the Yetter-Drinfeld module Y ∗
n . Explicitly,

B(Ỹ ∗
n )

∼= R⊗
C

B(Yn),
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where the isomorphism just relabels the generators eτ , τ ∈ Xn on the right as e∗τ
on the left. This is because the Yetter-Drinfeld module Yn is self-dual, cf. [5].

The algebra H̃0,c over R must be a C2-flat deformation of H0,c. It will be
generated by x̃1, . . . , x̃n, Tn and ỹ1, . . . , ỹn, where x̃i is some choice of a preimage

of xi in H̃0,c, i.e., x̃i|z=1 = xi. Because of the flatness of deformation requirement,
we should lift the commutation relations between the xi in such a way that the x̃i

generate the subalgebra of H̃0,c isomorphic, as an R-module, to R⊗C C[x1, . . . , xn].
Therefore, it makes sense to study the commutation relations between the el-

ements f̃(x̃1), . . . , f̃(x̃n) in the algebra B(RXn, qz). Note that f̃(x̃j) is the lift of

θj ∈ Yn to (Ỹn)μ. (Also, f̃(ỹj) is a lift of θ∗j to Ỹ ∗
n , but because there is no twisting

applied to B(Y ∗
n ) to get B(Ỹ ∗

n ), any lifts of the θ∗j will commute in B(Ỹ ∗
n ).)

In choosing the correct lift of the θj , we are guided by Majid’s formula for the
flat connections αj , see 6.18. The result is the following proposition, which plays a

crucial role in constructing the algebra H̃0,c.

Proposition 10.5. The elements

θ̃j = −
∑

1≤i<j

e(i j) + z
∑

j<i≤n

e(j i) ∈ RXn, j = 1, . . . , n,

z-commute in the algebra B(RXn, qz), that is, θ̃iθ̃j = zθ̃j θ̃i if i �= j.

Proof. Consider the quadratic element uij = θ̃iθ̃j − zθ̃j θ̃i ∈ B(RXn, qz). If
we specialise z to 1, uij becomes the commutator of the truncated Dunkl elements
θi, θj ∈ B(Yn) of Fomin-Kirillov. So by a result of [26], uij |z=1 = 0. Now con-
sider uij |z=−1. This is the anticommutator of the flat connections αi and αj in
Majid’s algebra Λn. So by a result of [43], uij |z=−1 = 0. Recall the direct sum
decomposition B(RXn, qz) ∼= 1+z

2 B(Xn, q1) ⊕ 1−z
2 B(Xn, q−1) from Theorem 6.20.

That both specialisations of uij are zero means that the projections of uij onto
both summands of this direct sum are zero. But this means uij = 0 in B(RXn, qz),
as required. Alternatively, the Proposition may be deduced from the quadratic
relations in B(RXn, qz) given at the end of Section 6. �

We also denote

θ̃∗j = −
∑

1≤i<j

e∗(i j) +
∑

j<i≤n

e∗(j i) ∈ RXn,

i.e., θ̃∗j is the trivial lift of θ∗j from Y ∗
n to Ỹ ∗

n = R⊗C Y ∗
n . Note that the θ̃∗j commute

in B(Ỹ ∗
n ).

Let us now see what are the cross-commutator relations between the θ̃j , the

elements of the group Tn and the θ̃∗i in the algebra (H̃Yn
)[1,z]. Recall from 2.5

that elements of Tn can be written as (1, σ) of (z, σ) with σ ∈ Sn. In particular,
ti = (1, (i i + 1)). The group product �[1,z] on Tn is twisted by the cocycle [1, z].
Let

tij =

{
(1, (i j)), if i < j,

(z, (i j)), if i > j,

so that tij and tji are the two lifts of the transposition (i j) to the Schur covering
group Tn, and ti = ti,i+1. Note that, by Theorem 8.11 and the explanation of the
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case R = CΓ in 8.12,

if i < j, (i j) �= (k l), e∗(i j)e(i j) − e(i j)e
∗
(i j) = tij ; e∗(i j)e(k l) − e(k l)e

∗
(i j) = 0

in the algebra (H̃Yn
)[1,z].

Lemma 10.6. The following relations hold in the algebra (H̃Yn
)[1,z]:

(a) tiθ̃j = zθ̃jti, tiθ̃
∗
j = θ̃∗j ti, j �= i, i+ 1;

(b) tiθ̃i = θ̃i+1ti, tiθ̃
∗
i = θ̃∗i+1ti;

(c) θ̃∗i θ̃j − θ̃j θ̃
∗
i = −tij, j �= i;

(d) θ̃∗i θ̃i − θ̃iθ̃
∗
i =

∑
k 	=i tki.

Proof. If σ ∈ Sn and σ̃ is any one of the two elements of Tn satisfying

σ̃|z=1 = σ, then σ̃eτ σ̃
−1 = qz(σ, τ )eστσ−1 in (H̃Yn

)[1,z]. Recall that the func-

tion qz ∈ Z1(Sn,Fun(Xn, R
×)) was defined in 6.19. In particular, if σ = (i i + 1),

this gives tieτ = zeτ ti whenever τ �= (i i + 1). Observe that tie
∗
τ = e∗τ ti whenever

τ �= (i i+ 1) because the module Ỹ ∗
n is not twisted. So (a) follows by direct verifi-

cation. Also, tie(i i+1) = −e(i i+1)ti and tie
∗
(i i+1) = −e∗(i i+1)ti and which implies

(b). For (c), use the commutation relations between e(i j) and e(k l) given before the

Lemma, and observe that the commutator [θ̃∗i , θ̃j ] is equal to [e∗(i j),−e(i j)] if i < j

and to [−e∗(i j), ze(i j)] if i > j. In both cases the result is −tij . Finally, observe that

[θ̃∗i , θ̃i] =
∑

k<i[−e∗(k i),−e(k i)] +
∑

k>i[e
∗
(i k), ze(i k)], so (d) easily follows. �

We are now ready to construct the covering Cherednik algebra.

Definition 10.7. H̃0,c is the C-algebra with generators

z, x̃1, . . . , x̃n, t1, . . . , tn−1, ỹ1, . . . , ỹn,

and relations

(i) z is central, z2 = 1;
(ii) Schur’s Tn relations between z, t1, . . . , tn from Theorem 2.6;
(iii) x̃ix̃j = zx̃j x̃i, i �= j;
(iv) ỹiỹj = ỹj ỹi, i �= j;
(v) tix̃j = zx̃jti, tiỹj = ỹjti, j �= i, i+ 1;
(vi) tix̃i = x̃i+1ti, tiỹi = ỹi+1ti;
(vii) ỹix̃j − x̃j ỹi = ctij , j �= i;
(viii) ỹix̃i − x̃iỹi = −c

∑
k 	=i tki.

Denote by (CΓ)[x̃1, . . . , x̃n]z an algebra over CΓ = CC2 generated by x̃1, . . . , x̃n

subject to the relations (iii) above. This is a z-commutative analogue of the poly-
nomial algebra in the category Γ -Vect . As CΓ-modules (not as algebras),

(CΓ)[x̃1, . . . , x̃n]z ∼= CΓ⊗
C

C[x̃1, . . . , x̃n].

On the other hand, the algebra (CΓ)[ỹ1, . . . , ỹn] (without the z subscript) is a
commutative polynomial algebra.

Theorem 10.8. The algebra H̃0,c is a braided double in the category Γ -Vect,
where Γ = C2, with triangular decomposition

H̃0,c
∼= (CΓ)[x̃1, . . . , x̃n]z ⊗

CΓ
CTn ⊗

CΓ
(CΓ)[ỹ1, . . . , ỹn].
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That is, the elements

x̃k1
1 . . . x̃kn

n (1, σ)ỹl11 . . . ỹlnn , ki, li ≥ 0, σ ∈ Sn,

are a basis of H̃0,c as a free CΓ-module. There is a morphism

f̃ : H̃0,c → (H̃Yn
)[1,z], f̃(x̃i) = θ̃i, f̃(ỹi) = −cθ̃∗i , f̃ |Tn

= idTn

of braided doubles in Γ -Vect which covers the morphism f : H0,c → HYn
, so that

H̃0,c is an extension of H0,c by the cocycle [1, z] ∈ Z2(Sn, C2) covering f .

Proof. It follows from Proposition 10.5 and Lemma 10.6 that the map f̃ is

well-defined because the defining relations of H̃0,c hold in (H̃Yn
)[1,z]. It remains to

establish that H̃0,c is a braided double in Γ -Vect .
We use Proposition 7.14 where V − is the free CΓ-module with basis x̃1, . . . , x̃n

and V + is the free CΓ-module with basis ỹ1, . . . , ỹn. Denote by R− the subspace of
V − ⊗CΓ V

− spanned by the z-commutation relations (iii) and by R+ the subspace
of V + ⊗CΓ V + spanned by the commutation relations (iv).

Crucially, because of the form of these quadratic commutation relations we
already know that the quadratic CΓ-algebras TCΓ(V

−)/<R−> = (CΓ)[x̃1, . . . , x̃n]z
and TCΓ(V

+)/<R+> = (CΓ)[ỹ1, . . . , ỹn] are free CΓ-modules. It remains to check
that R+ commutes with V − in the free double Aβ(0, 0), and similarly V + commutes
with R−. We will check the latter, the former being analogous.

Definitely the commutator [V +, R−] lies in V − ⊗CΓ CTn. Moreover, the map

f̃ can be viewed as a map of CΓ-algebras from Aβ(0, 0) to (H̃Yn
)[1,z]. Because

f̃(R−) = 0 in (H̃Yn
)[1,z] — recall that θ̃1, . . . , θ̃n z-commute in (H̃Yn

)[1,z] — one

trivially has f̃([V +, R−]) = 0. So [V +, R−] is in ker f̃ . But

ker f̃ |V − = (1 + z)(x̃1 + . . .+ x̃n)

because one can observe that (1 + z)(θ̃1 + . . . + θ̃n) = 0 is the only CΓ-depen-

dency between θ̃1, . . . , θ̃n in Yn. Furthermore, ker f̃ |V − ⊗CΓ CTn
= ker f̃ |V − ⊗CΓ CTn.

Therefore, [V +, R−] ⊂ (1 + z)(x̃1 + . . .+ x̃n)⊗CΓ CTn. It remains to observe that
the substitution z = 1 makes [V +, R−] zero — this is because the relations (i)–(viii)
at z = 1 become the relations in the rational Cherednik algebra H0,c, which is a
quadratic double in Vect . �

Remark 10.9. In the proof of the Theorem we observed that the f̃ -image of

H̃0,c in (H̃Yn
)[1,z], although it automatically has triangular decomposition over CTn,

is not a braided double in Γ -Vect . Indeed, the submodule of (Ỹn)[1,z] generated

by f̃(x̃1) = θ̃1, . . . , f̃(x̃n) = θ̃n fails to be free over CΓ: recall the relation (1 +

z)
∑n

i=1 θ̃i = 0. Consequently, the subalgebra

(Pn)z = 〈θ̃1, . . . , θ̃n〉 ⊂ B(RXn, qz)

is not a flat C2-deformation of the coinvariant algebra Pn of Sn. Observe that
(Pn)z|z=1 = Pn while (Pn)z|z=−1 is Majid’s algebra of flat connections, generated
by α1, . . . , αn in B(Xn, q−1). These two graded algebras differ already in degree 1 of
the grading, because the Fomin-Kirillov elements θ1, . . . , θn are linearly dependent
(their sum is zero), unlike α1, . . . , αn.

It would be interesting to describe a set of homogeneous defining relations for
the CC2-algebra (Pn)z; they would be a z-version of primitive symmetric functions:
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Question 10.10. Describe the relations between the elements θ̃1, . . . , θ̃n in the
algebra B(RXn, qz).

10.11. The spin Cherednik algebra. We finish the paper by observing that

the covering Cherednik algebra H̃0,c admits, as any braided double in Γ -Vect , a
specialisation at z = −1. By definition, this algebra will be a cocycle twist of H0,c.
The resulting algebra has triangular decomposition

(H̃0,c)|z=−1
∼= C[x1, . . . , xn](−1) ⊗(CSn)[1,−1] ⊗C[y1, . . . , yn],

where C[x1, . . . , xn](−1) is the algebra generated by the pairwise anticommuting
variables xi, and (CSn)[1,−1] is the spin symmetric group as in 2.7.

The algebra H̃0,c|z=−1 coincides with the rational double affine Hecke algebra
for the spin symmetric group, constructed using a different approach by Wang
in [60]. Moreover, Khongsap and Wang [36] proposed a covering version of this

algebra, which is isomorphic to our H̃0,c.
Khongsap and Wang also gave versions of their construction for Weyl groups

W of types Bn = Cn and Dn in lieu of the symmetric group (the symmetric group
Sn is viewed as the Weyl group of type An−1). In our approach, it is natural to look
for extensions of the rational Cherednik algebra of W by a 2-cocycle on W . More
generally, the technique should work for imprimitive complex reflection groups,
denoted W = G(m, p, n) in Shephard-Todd’s classification; their Schur multipliers
were computed by Read in [48]. We leave this generalisation to our upcoming paper
[8].
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